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PreJace

A thesis on the ideal of psychological wellness according to Biblical theology as well as

Jungian theory. 'I apply the vocabulary and framework of Dr. Carl G. Jung's model of the psyche

to the theological mandates conducive to personal health found in Biblical scriprure. C. G. Jung

charactenzes the human psyche as an exchange between the outer material/physical world and the

inner psychic/spiritual realm. To Jung, one achieves propeï personal integration by mediating the

divisions of irrational and subconscious causes of one's motivation. Just like the authors of the

New Testament, Jung posits the human spirit as the faculty foremost responsible to oners proper

development. Accordingly, Jung's main hypothesis of a commonly inherited collective

unconsciousbolsters the notion of humanity's inherent spiritualiry and, further, religiosity. By

establishing religion, or rather faith, as a faculty separate from, and yet tantamount in relation to

reason, I aim with this thesis to reconcile the spiritual imperatives of the Bible withJung's

understanding of individual personhood.
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Chapter One:

The Jungiøn Moilel of the Psyche

At the turn of the 20'r'century, strides in the field ofpsychoiogy, sociology, andbiology

were rapicily changing the landscape of cultural analysis. By the time of 'World War II, Dr. Carl

GustavJr-rng had made magnificent contributions to forming a psychological model, achieving

rernarkably wide-spread influence in multiple disciplines within his lifetime. His innovative theory

gained repute for its inspiration and allusion to cultural traditions, classical canons, and esoteric

knowledge of global scope. His well-rounded acquaintance with such bodies of thought as

Gnosticism and alchemy, however, diminished his academic expertise to mere romance and

theory rather than as scientiûc or clinical.l So, while the Freudian paradigm of psychoanalysis was

spawning a generation of psychologists and theoreticians, Jung's material, though mâgnetic in its

own right, had alternatively dispersed throughout the popular and scholarly discourse

Building upon the intellectual developments of prominent 18'h and 19'r' century thinkers,

Jung continued the conventionally modernist inquiry into the science of the individual. Traces of

Jung's thought still resonate with nodern strains of New Age practices, mysticism, and personaliry

rypology, popularizing his unique brand of psychoanalysis across vast cultural material.

tHogan, Robert, Perconality Theory: The Penonological T¡'adition (Oxford, England: Prentice-Halt, 1976) p

55
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At the start of his career, psychological commentary and especially psychoanalytic methods

had only just emergecl as a proprietary scientific discipline. Still in its nascent years, psychological

investigation often cornpeted with the rhetoric and discoveries in other forms of medicine and

philosophy.'Jung's own queries into the internal and personal life of the modern person wâs no

different; his case against Sigmund Freud's theory of the unconscious and defense for its inherency

wele discoveries he intimated early on â practitioner and student. Not until after some time under

the superuision and instruction of Freud didJung finally transpose a viable psycho-analytic schema

onto his own grand survey of knowledge.3

In the foundational propositions of his theory, Jung adapts the unconscious to â new

model of the psyche. As a seasoned follower of Freud's and experienced therapist, he took to

theorizing the psyche as a platform and formation of subordinate processes, servicing a total and

coherent personaliry. Through his career, Jung developed this concept with increasing complexiry

and nuance.

Ouewìew of, Psychíc Moilel

Jung's psychological model conceives of the mind as a composite of the conscious and

unconsciousdomains of the psyche. He incorporates the ego, another one of Freud's terms, as the

consciousmediator of the entire psychicapparatus and its constituent mechanisms. Jung attributes

to the ego sovereign will as responsible for exercising and executing one's sense of selÊ

determination. At the very beginning of his latter works, Jung articulates the basic conception of

2 Hopcke, Robert H., Introduction A Guided Tour o{the Collected Works of C. G.Jung (Boston: Shambhala,

1eB9) p.

3 Rollins, Wayne G., "Introduction: Psychology, Hermeneutics, and the B1bIe" Jung and the Bible MilIer,

David L., ed. (New York: Continuum Publishing Company, 1995). P.13-26.
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"the ego as the complex factor to which all conscious contents are lelated. It fomrs as it

were the centre of the field of the consciousness; and in so far as this comprises the

empirical personaliry. The ego is the subject of all personal acts of consciousness. The

relation of a psychiccontent to the egoforms the criterion of its cottsciousness,for no

content can be conscious unless it is represented to a subject."a

While the ego grounds and "centres" the plane of the consciousmind, its theoretical conception,

according toJung, does not comprehend the entirery of the conscious "field," much less of the

psychic mechanism. The ego forJung constitutes the basis of the "subject" which observes,

receives, and acts on behalf of the rest of the psychic unrt.

Thesis of the Collectiue (Jnconscious

Some ofJung's most noteworthy propositions, while owing very much to his once

mentor and colleague, Sigmund Freud, directly aim to redefine its nature and purpose. Chief

among these propositions, Jung modifies Freud's profile of a personal unconscious. Jung directþ

contends with Freud's framework, once remarking that while "For Freud, ... the unconscious is

of an exclusively personal nature, although ... archaic and mythological," the

"personal unconscious rests on a deeper layer, which does not derive from personal

experience...but is inborn, ...I call the collective unconscious."5

Therefore, an individual's whole unconscious consists of a personal as well as-perJung's

innovation-the collective unconscio¿-zs with its own schema of development and utility. Aware

of his departure from the contemporary opinions on the mind and its subjectiviry, Jorg

nonethelesb furthered several claims about the common nature of humankind and its observable

oJ.rng, Aion; Researches into the Phenomenology of the Self p. 13

tJrng, Archetypes and the Collective [Jnconscious, p.3.
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con-Lponents. Throughout his cor:pus, Jung graciously cites philosophicai and religior-rs sources on

the matter; he retrieves imagery, examples, and parallels across multiple ancient, mysticai, literary,

and cultural traditions, including discoveries from his own clinical treatments. And yet, Jung

largely predicated his r-easonings upon rnore scientific notions of ancestral inheritabiliry, personal

adaptation, and tactile experience. He especially adapts the fundamentaliry of Darwinian theory6

to its psychological end, extendingits principles into the development of "the psychophysical

relation" and thereby establishing the "psyche as a reiatively closed system."7

In illustrating his model of the individual psychic system, Jung consistently employs

evolutionarys precepts to explain the origins and fruition of the psychic apparatus. Similar to

evolutionary biology's conjecture for biological determinism, to Jung, psychic features, just as the

6 Romanes M.4., LL.D., F.R.S., GeorgeJohn. The Theory of Natural Selection Darwin, AlterDarwin; The

Darwinian Theory (Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Company,1896) p.253. Wherein Romanes

explicates: "Now the hypothesis in question consists in supposing rhat if any particulat' organ in a species are

habitually used for pet{otLning any particular actìon, they must undergo a stntctural improveinent which would

more and ntore adapt thent to the petfotntance of that action; for in each genetation constant use would better

and better adapt the structut'es to the dischatge of their functions, and they would then be bequeathed to the

next genention in dtis their intptoved fonn by heredity.

' Jung, The Structut'e and Dynamics of the Psyc.he, p.7.

8 Pietikainen, Petteri. "Soul Man Meets the Blind'Watchmaker: C.G. Jung and Neo-Dar-winism"

Psychoanalysß and Ilistoty Vo|. 5(2) (Stockholm: Edinburgh Universiry Press, 2003). p. 197.

Pietikainen objects toJungian theory's legitimate claim to the tenets of evolutionary. However, psychoanalytics

sourced from various schools of theory on "human ntetnoty and heredity." Competing psychoanalysts including

Jung, who contested for the inheritance of psychic features as analogous to the inheritance of physiological

features.
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on oltr external anatomy, have accumulated according to their advantageousness in the organic

evolutionary process. Jung figures that:

"Endless repetition has engraved these experiences into our psychic constitution, not in

the form of images filied with content, but at first only as forms without content,

representing merely the possibility of a certain rype of perception and action."e

According to this principle, once conscio¿¡s decisions by generations of ancestors, transform into

inheritable patterns of psychological habits. This process produces the commonly-inherited,

ancestral repository of the unconsciotLs, psychic contents known asJung's hypothesis of the

collective unconscious. The collective unconscious,just like our physiological anatomy,

internalizes these adaptations to the psychic dimension.

Archetypes: imøges of itemízed instinct

The coL]ective uttconscious,just as a person's physiological anatomy does, exhibits a

definitive set of structural attributes. Jung refers to these proposed attributes and contents of the

coL]ective unconscious as archeffipes, with their respective properties and purposes having

formulated over time by the evolutionary selection process, retained for their uses in human

wellness and surwival. In his paper on "Instinct and the lJnconscious," Jung further argues for

paralleling archeqrpes as the psychic counterpart to physiological instinct by affirming that rhe

"primordial image might suitably be described as the instinct's perceprion of itself, or as

the selÊportrait of the instinct, in the exâct same way âs consciousness is an inward

perception of the objective life-process."r0

'Jnng, Archeqrpes and the Collective [Jnconscious, p.48.

toJ,r.rg, The Sn'uctut'e ancl Dynatnics of the Psyche, p.136.
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The archetype, as a unit o{ psych¡-c material typically operates initially as the nw psychic material

he calls enetgisttt. The activiry of the enetgic standpoint "represents the libido, orpsychic energy

in its creative âspect ... found not only in dreams and fantasies but in everyday speech." Before

reaching ciear intelligibiliry, the "symbol...an indefinite expression with many rneanings, pointing

to something not easily defined and therefore not fully known" emerges fi'om the depths of the

psychic landscape. To Jung, the symbol thereafrer precedes,

"the sign...a fixed meaning...a conventional abbreviation for, or a commonly accepted

. indication of, something known. The symbol therefore has a large number of analogous

variants, and the more of these variants it has at its disposal, the more complete and clear-

cut will the image it projects of irs objecr."rr

As part of the larger psychic organism, the archeqrpes obey the laws of their elemenr and rypically

respond to the parâmeters of their immediate context. Jung situates their behavior within the

psychic platform as "psychic contents" which

"might fittingly be called "subliminal," on the assumption that every psychic content must

possess a certain energy value to become conscious at all. The lower the value of a

conscious content falls, the more easily it disappears below the threshold. From this it

follows that the unconscious is the receptacle of all lost memories and of all contents that

are still too weak to become conscious."12

,\sJung theorizes, the archeqtpeJ serve as coordinates within a contained gradient of psychic

energy; each is modified through inheritance and then leveraged by the demands of the conscious.

As he argued for decades, the rules governing his model are grounded in the discoverable

t'Jrr.rg, Symbols of Transfonnation, p. 1.1.4.

" Jung, The Structut'e and Dytantics of the Psyche, p. 133
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networks of archeqrye-s he encounters and identifies across his cultural studies and in his clinical

researclr.

Psychíc Energy and its Properties

In str:uctudng his model of the psyche to mirror the progression of biological dereuninism,

Jung credits lineages of humans' long-term slrccess in sur-vivai as a product of evolutionary

development. Accordingly, Jung translates evolutionary theory to the psychic realm and according

to similar tenets.

The Libiilo ønd Symbol

As an independent domain of human experience, Jung claims the psychic realm as

exhibiting properties separate and outside from the material "causal realiry." Consistent with the

psychoanalytical tradition,Jung deploys the concept of Libido as the producer of psychic energy,

o,r energicstandpoint, from which all other psychic activity originates. This source of energism

serves as the fount of psychic material, vision, and momentum. Psychic energy from the energic

standpoint resists the dimensions of time as well occupying an extrâneous form of space,

movement and change-that is, they are qualitative and associative in nature. Jung divides

physical and psychic dimensions of human experience by explicitly delineating its difference in

which the

"ntechanisticview is purely causal; it conceives an event as the effect of a cause, in the

sense that unchanging substances change theil relations to one another according to fixed

laws. The energic point of view on the other hand is in essence final; the event is traced

back from effect to cause on the assumption that some kind of energy underlies the

changes in phenomena, that it maintains itself as a constant throughout these changes and

finally leads to entropy, a condition of general equilibrium. The flow of energy has a
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definite direction (goai) in that it follows the gradient of potentialinawây rhâr cannor be

reversed. The idea of energy is not that of a substance moved in space; it is a concept

abstracted fi'om relations of movement. The concept, therefore, is founded not on the

substances themselves but on their relations, whereas the moving substance itself is the

basis of the ntechanisticview."r3

-W'hereas 
the physical dimension progresses over a unilateral axis of Eirne, enetgisn? operates

beyond ternporal restraints. That physical dimension, according to Jung's ntechanistic-causal

viewpoint, however, only describes half of the total nurnber of angles of human activity. -V/hile

Jung largely articulated the majoriry of enetgism in reference to its more empiricai counterparts in

the mechanistic, corporeal realm, he explains rather that

"It is not possible to conceive that one and the same combination of events could be

simultaneously causal and final, for the one determination excludes the other. ... Since the

psyche also possesses the final point of the view, it is psychologi."lly inadmissible to adopt

the purely causal attitude to psychic phenomena, not to mention the all too familiar

monotony of its one-sided interpretations."la

ForJung, human individualiry elxerges from the specific conditioning of an otherwise

intransigent psychic structure of cognitive processing between two dimensions, maintaining

analogy between the metrics of each realm by ernphasizing the relationship between the psyche

and its contact with its immediate circumstances. Distinctive ofJung's human psychology is his

itemization of mental actions into exchanges between the psychic and physical realms.

Hierarchy of Cognítiue Functions

t'Jo.tg, The Structut'e and Dynantics of the Psyche, p.4.

toJung, The Stt'uctut'e and Dynatnics of the Psyche, p.24
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In formalizing his concept of enetgistu,Jung translates the properties of the causal-

ntecltanistic view-point to the person's internal psychic rnedium. His portrait of enetgistn, in

contrast to the ntechanistic view-point, perrlits matter to behave as associative, extratenporal, and

reciprocating units of activiry. As stated,Jung primarily understands basic psychic acriviry as

transfers between disparate dimensions of realiry. He categorizes the fundamentally interactive

nature of cognition as generally falling into:

"the two basic types I have termed introverted and extravelted... followedby a

description of those nore special rypes whose peculiarities are due to the fact that the

individual adapts and orients himself chiefly by means of his most differentiated function.

The former I would call attitude-types, distinguished by the direction of their inreresr, or

of the novement of libido; the latter I would call function-types."15

These distinctions are defined, still further, by divisions of consciousness which fundamentally

"seems to stream into us from the outside in the form of sense-perceptions" to "te11 us that

something is" not

"what it is. This is told us ...by the process of apperception ...in it the cooperation of a

number of psychicprocesses. ...which we call thinking ...the comparison and

differentiation with the help of nremory"r6

He identifies the distinct levels of cognitive processing according to their respective directions in

the psychic interactions, stating that:

tt 
Jung, Psychological Types, p. 330.

1r'Jung, The Structure and Dynantics of the Psyche, p.2BB
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"emotional reâctions ... the memory-images thus stimulated bring with them concomitant

emotional phenomena which are known as feeling-tones...In ordìnary speech...called

feeiing....The intuitive process...is one of the basic functions of the psyche, namely,

perception of the possibilities inherent in a situation. ...,\s further contents of

consciousness, we can also distinguish volitional processes and instinctual processes. The

former are defined as directed impulses, based on apperception, which are at the disposal

of so-called free will. The latter are impulses originating in the unconscious or directly in

the body and are characterized by lack of freedom and by compulsiveness. Apperceptive

processes may be either directed or undirected. In the former case we speak of

"attention," in the latter case of "fantasy" or "dreaming" The directed processes are

rational, the undirected irrational."lT

Jung hierarchizes these registers of cognition as reaching and digesting into varying degrees of

physical engagemen t and. psychic internalization. As Jung says, these functions operate in

multipliciry, depending on one's preference or habituation. He rigorously extends these pairings

as the basis of all cognitive functionaliry. The simple, predictable, discrete dichotomies compound

to Form higher complexitie s in psychicexpression.

A Psychology of lileøls

Throughout his reports on pâtients within his theoretical writings, Jung will interpret his

clients' troubles as displacements or interruptions to their potential as a whole person. Jung

especially structures his theory of mind as a venue predisposed and eager to achieve healthy and

positive individuation Chief among his standards of a total psychichealth, Jung postulated a host

of cognitive capacities as constituting a superlative model of psychological development. He

t' 
Jung, The Structure and Dynantics o{the Psyche, p. 1,41-2.
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obserwes that one's appropriate nânagement of revealed symbols and signs reflects one's soundness

of mind. These conlponents, if not adequately confronted ancl resolved, haunt and perturb the

lnincl rrntil addressed.

Before understanding the archegrpes,especially within o.r.', pry.hic life, one mlrst reflect

on the most salient concerns of their immediate circumstance. The archetypesrnay only be

effectively understood after assuming aspects of relational significance, individual personaliry,

inrplications, and nâratives recognizable to the consciousmind or of theirpersonal context. The

arcltetypesprimarily inhabit the collective unconscio¿ls until drawn upon in critical moments of

psychic urgency or in emotional or artistic expression. According toJung, the collective

uttconscious operates along a distinctively human sense of selÊpreservation; he especially

considered the height of these psychicdimensions as culminating from humaniry's gradual

civilization.

Personalíty øs Portable Unít of Comprehensíon

Published tn 1951,Jung's essay "The Psychology of the Child Archerype" expounds upon

the subsidiary components of unconscious activity-the archeqrpes. The energy from the

collective unconscious manifests as figures, trajectories, and motiß, corresponding to and saturated

with meaning attached, implied, and delivered:

"Contents of an archeqrpal character are manifestations of processes in the collective

unconscious ... something essentially unconscious ... The ultimate core meaning may be

circumscribed, but not described. Even so, the bare circumscription denotes an essential

step for-ward in our knowledge of the preconscious structure of the psyche

'uJ.rt-tg, Archeqtpes and the Collective (Jnconscious, p. 156
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One such unit of unconscior¡s material is the child -arclteqtpe (kore)which Jung suggesrs possesses

independence from the total personaliry. Jung's likens his understanding of personaliry,

conrplexes, and archeqrpes to Leibniz' monadology, stating that:

"Not only is man a microcosm enclosing the whole in himself bur every entelechy or

monad is in effect such a microcosm."le

He speci{ìcally described these single units as possessing their own discrete, associarive, and

extrâtemporal properties. This reduction of a human person as its own proprietary unit of energy

(or energism), aligns with the chlld-archeVpe's containment of calcified personaliry from pasr, a

counterpoint to its mature present self, Jung's understanding of personaliry, complexes, and

at'cheqtpesattributes to them their own discrete properties as associative and extratemporal (often

maintaing congruency to the total person). As a subject borne of the psyche,the child-a rcheqtpe,

as it appears in mythology, fantasy, and unconscious pïocesses,.awaits to be integrated into the

psychicsubstratum of the conscious, the personal unconscious.

Jung most famously interpreted clients' dreams as resembling the symbolic structure in

traditionally canonizedmythological narratives. The protagonist would endure whatJung

considered events analogous to an individual's unconscious processes, manifesting as conflict with

characters in a linear story. Each encounter with each one reflects an interval in the progression

towardsJung's image of indiuiduation. -Ihis process traces the main character's successive

confrontation of the archeqrpes. the shadow, the animus or aninta, and the Sel4_which represent

the aspects of the individual, corresponding to definitive stages in a predictable arc o{ psychic

development. Jung frames each interval in this process as its own complete event of integration-

the integration of a new circumstance or consequence to their psyche. It is only through this

tTrrg, The Structut'e and Dynamics of the Psyche, p. 498
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process that the individual reaches a 'binding' or 'unify' between their unconscious processes-âs

they have been conditioned within the personaliry-and the demands of the realiry in the presenr.

Markíng the Prccess of Inilíuiduation

Mythology has long been subject to seVeral forms of interpretation that attempt to

synthesize the meaning behind myth with respect to the context in which it is written as well as

regarding its literary, figurative, and moral significance. ÂJungian analysis searches and establishes

meaning within myth through analysis of a single character's relationships with other figures in the

narrative, advancing their persona toward individuatiotz. These interactions follow a journey of

transformation that the character experiences at interwals, prompted by moments or events of

interaction with these figures. UnderJungian analysis, these experiences refl.ect a process one

undergoes of growth and maturily in response to external pressures and forces. Accordingly, Jung

writes that

"The contents of the collective unconscious are, as I have pointed out, the results of the

psychic functionings of our whole ancestry; in their totality, they compose a natural

world-image, the condensation of the miliions ofyears of human experience. These

images are mythological and therefore symbolical, for they express the harmony of the

experiencing subject with the object experienced. All mythology and all revelation come

from this matrix. Of experience, and all our future ideas about the world and man will

come from it likewise. ... They are only the raw material, which, in order to acquire

meaning, has first to be translated into the language of the present. If this is successful, then

the world as we perceive it is reunited with the primordial experience with mankind by
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the syrnbol of Weltanschuang; the historical, universal man in us joins hands with the

new-born, individual .rrran."2o

The anatomy of the psychicprocess, asJung explains, naturally works-just as physiological

instincts do-towald servicing the subject towards the most sustainable form. This process of

individuation, in its ideal, follows a specific sequence, advancing to various stages of development

toward a definitive image of wholeness. Referred to as archetype¿ figures in this narlative arc

symbolize aspects of an individual's psyche as characters. ToJung, myths câpture narratives of this

process such as the integration of the standald chlld-archerypewiththe present Self-rhe core

persona-in anticipation of the individual's conscious growth into a deeper and broader range of

their elements. Jung posits myths as records of and inspiration for what he undelstands as the

communication betwee n the conscious and unconsciousduring this integration.

The " trøns cenilental function "

In accounting for a total comprehension of human activity and expression, Jung essentially

categorizes all psychic potentiality of the personal unconscious as congruent to that of the

consciousmind. The synthe sis of conscious and unconsciousprocesses structures a superordinate

position of cognitive functioning known as the ttanscendental function He especially connects

this conjunction to the event of indiuiduation:

" Individuation is closely connected with the transcendent functionsince this function

creates individual lines of development which could never be reached by keeping ro rhe

path prescribed by collective norms."21

'oJ.t.rg, "Analytical Psychology" The Sn'uctute and Dynantics of the Psyche, p. 380

"J.l.rg, Psychological Types, p. 449.
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The innate behaviors of the process of individuationdrivesand cultivates one toward achieving

personal development. Jung presents his formulation of the transcendental function as the

synchronized synthesis of conscious and unconscious processes.

This dialectical approach toJung's conception of the psyche allows for a highJy variable

schena of psychology. Upon categories of psychicreception, exertion, sensibiliry, valuation,

judgment, etc. Jung labels these systematic interchanges between the two dirnensions as a

composite of human experience. He suggests:

"It is my beiief that the problem of opposites, here merely hinted at, should be made the

basis for a critical psychology. A critique of this sort would be of the utmost value nor

only in the narrower field of psychology, but also in the wider fie1d of the cultural sciences

in generaI."z2

This constructiveness from seemingly simpler orders of operations to more complex functionality

allows for the interpretation ofJungian theory to characterize sophisticated dispositions and

temperaments. Jung's schema comprehends of various possibilities, coordinating these variations

along a set of definitive planes of psychic processing. Jung's method allows for rhe combination

and intersection of the social, philosophical, and mental faculties across compartmentalization, and

conjunctively informing one's personal moraliry, sociabiliry, and civiliry.

Jung's development of the transcendental function in his theory proposes a domain of

cognition that conducts and monitors simultaneous operations of cognitive activiry. An other-wise

unreconciled piece-wise system, the ttanscendental function produces just what its name intends,

a superlative psychic action capable of more than the sum of its constituent components,

transcending their initial values apart. Dividing up the psyche into two layers and structuring them

t'Jurg, The Sa'uctut'e and Dynantics of the Psyche, p. 1.25
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adjacently sllggests the primacy of balance and synergy between the two. And jr-rst as the theory of

evolution suggests, the tnnscendental functionhas increased in efficiency toward serwing its host.

In accorclwithJung's sense formental fitness, the health and efIìcacy of the ü-anscendentrttnction

depends on the stabiliry and ploportionaliry of its respective processes. Jung afÍìr'ms:

"The tendencies of the conscious and the unconscious are rhe two factors that together

make up the tt'anscendent function It is called "transcendent" because it makes the

transition fi'om one attitude to another organically possible, without loss of the

u ncotlscio us."23

In this way, Jung hypothesizes a component of human psychology crowning its collective

functionaiiry wich a domain of dialogical superiority.

Primacy of Conscíous Will ønil Rationalíty

Jung prioritizes the domain of the rationaliry, or consciousness, as the faculty primarily

responsible for defending humans against the woes of nature and toward modernism. Afthough he

does credit the integration and realization of the unconsciouscontents with the conscious

contents to the i.rtirry üanscendental function; the deterministic aspects of the conscious

rationaliry ultimately finalize one's sense of individualiry. Jung says:

"The primitive mentaliry differs from the civilized chiefly in thar rhe conscious mind is far

less developed in scope and intensiry. ... His consciousness is menaced by an almighry

unconscious. hence his fear of magical influences which may cross his path at arly

moment; and for this reason, loo, he is surrounded by unknown forces and must adjust

himself to them as best he can. ... IHis consciousness is menaced by an almighry

unconscious: hence his Gar of magical influences which may cross his path at any

" Jung, The Stntctut'e and Dynatnics of the Psyche, p.73
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nlonent; ancl for this reasou, too, he is surrounded by unknown forces and must adjust

himself to them as best he c^n-"24

Superstition, religiosity, and supernaturaliry are nothing more than unconscious exertions,

bubbling up spar-ingly from its pressurized material emanating fi'om the libido. Without

experiences of pre-rnoderniry bringing unconsciousmâtter to the fore, the at'cheqpesstill only

arise as residual factors of an ever-sophisticated entrance into modern civilizarion. When

uncultivated, the unconscious' manifestation to the conscious mind will resembie, rather, the as

or causes sympton'l.s of neurosis, narcissism, or psychosis-inherent rehabilitative measules

prompted by the psyche.Thelefore, the dreamlike signs captured in mytholo gy and,religion

effectively assist individuals in interpreting and cultivating rhese inner conflicts via the conscious

rationality. So, despite such inclusion of total psychic dimensions along with interpersonal

meaning, Jung still characteÅzes the psyche as crowned by the primacy of consciousness or the

pronrinence of the ego.

Conclusion

While Jung defended humanify's destined trend toward modernization, he believed that

the human individual should actively account for the irrational and subconscious dimensions of

themselves, as identifiable in more ancient tenperaments.s5 Doing so, directs one to the active and

'o Jurg, Archetypes and the Collective (Jnconscious, p. 153.

" Otto, 'WalterJ., The .ífonte¡ic Gods: The Spnitual Signirtcance of Gt'eek Religion (London: Thames and

FIudson, f95a) p.22. Another scholar of religion'WalterJ. Otto states of his observations of in Medirerranean

antiquiry that the "belief in eternal ordinances is rooted in human relnperanent. We find it most powerfully

developed among the primitive civilizations, and a controlling facror in formularing their views of the world. It
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comprehensive effort toward actualizing aïcheq/pes, individualiry and thus society. This modular

step in psychoanalytic theory characterizes humaniry, albeit as descendants from animals, with a

unique sense of prerogative amidst their religious and cultural ancestry. Fluman psychology,

therefore, depends upon synthesizing its own collectively unconscious conrents with present and

immediate topical trends and demands. This kind of integration over time and space has been a

trademark ofJung's perspective: people possess access to a medium of material contained within

the collective unconscious-forces and dynamics with which we must, for our own sake, reckon

is repeatedly betrayed in the ineradicable anxiety lest a certain level of prosperiry provoke the ill-will of higher

powers as being excessive."
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Chapter Two:

Fidelity and the Spirit in the Old Testament

Just asJung delineates a rubric of pelsonal psychic fitness, the Old Testament likewise

directs humans along an ideal of personal and psychological wellness. Jung compartmentalizes the

human personaliry into distinct faculties which upon their successful integration advances one

toward wholeness- The authors of the Old Testament similarly rendered messages of an

other-worldly spiritualiry corresponding with an idyilic mode of living and being to which the

Hebrews must strive.

In this chapter, I will demonstrâte a theological interpretation of the significant events and

teachings of the Old Testament as illustrating distinctively delineated standards for growrh,

fulfillment, and acú:¿lization. First, I will describe God's instantiation of the covenant with the

Hebrew people âs a measure against humankind's fallen nature. Then, I will align God's law in

Israelite society with its int.rnrlirrtion toward selÊgovernment. In the same vein, I will describe

God's very specific commands for relating with him and its elements of propriety and as glimpses

into God's righteousness. Subsequently, I will align the spiritual properties of God's law with the

cultivation of a personal ideal. After-wards, I will delineate the Hebrew peoples'misfortune as

result of defecting from the law as well as the subtraction from God's ideal as synonymous with an

individual's distance from God. Finally, I will propose that the Hebrews' communication with

God occurred through a distinctive perception of irnagination.
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The Ilebreru Peoyile and God's Couenant

The principal parc of the Holy Bible the Old Testament contains the body of literature

sequenced together uncler an explicitly conlrllon progenitor-the Hebrew people. In the Old

Testarnent, the Hebrew people collectively identifii with a shared heritage, namely descending

from their own chief ancestol Abraham. The overarching narrative details the trials, encounters,

and revelations pertaining to the Hebrew people's subscription to their forefather r\braham's

covenant with his God YHWH. Thlough the generations, however, the Hebrew people do not

imrnediately receive their pronised home as foretold by God in the covenant. Instead, their

historically docurnented sociery, rule, and legacy endure adversity and conflict along the

underbelly of some of the most prominent civilizations of antiquiry. Because through recurring

depictions of despair and suffering at their enemies' hands, the Old Testament stories collectively

poftray what God's greatest effort at a relationship with a Chosen people looks like. The

composite lineage successfully renders a definitive image, through a human history, of God's

promise and continued engagement with a people-often likened to a marriage or parenthood.

Andyet, despite God's insistence on the Flebrews'comfort andjoy, the nation incessantly\Maxes

and wanes in their regard for God's authority. In recording this image of God's sustained contact

with a beloved group of people, the literature of the Old Testament reveals humaniry's tendency

to stray away from such benevolence. Ultimately, its grand morale renders, perhaps in full, the

image of humaniry's fallen nature.

Renewal

The motif of renewal appears throughout the Old Testament texts, defining critical

interwals in Israel's history-each new era delegated directly by God. Beginning with rhe srories of

the book of Genesis and its recounting of Creation, the Pre-flood world as well as the Patriarchal
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period, through to tire age of the divided kingdom, God sections periods based on events of

rrret:cy, pardon, ancl renewal. God's decisions for renewal may be characterized as any kind of

intervention that radically changes the course of events andpeople's dispositions on earth.

Regardless of these shifts, however, God remains faithful to His people throughout rheir constanr

faltering each successive generation. Before initiating the Abrahamic covenanr, God initially

commits to the covenânt with Noah: to the potential of a restored humaniry, to never cause

destruction to the living on earth again. God's communication with Israel prinarily aims to

preserve for humanity an opportuniry for renewal and redemption.

Longeuity

The grand story of the Hebrews' Exodus"is often considered the primary exposition of

God's great concern for His Chosen People as a nation. Before being enslaved by the Egyptians,

the Israelites had been Chosen to receive God's help and protection throughorit posteriry. So

though liberating the people from captiviry, the Israelites fully depend on God for guidance

without any visibly auspicious alternatives and likewise under-equipped to discriminare whar

course of action willserve in their favor. And yet, God, despite these appârent restrictions on their

options, finds necessity in restricting them.along the way. For, when "God led the people by the

roundaboul way'of the wilderhess toward the Red Seâ."26 for fear thát they may "'Change their

minds and return to Egypt."'" Even in this dangerous situation, God acts not only for the

People's own benefit, but also against any of their own predispositions, alluding to the Israelites'

capacitt¡ to fall out of line regardless.

After delivering the Israelites from Egypt in the book of Exodus, God stipulates how the

Hebrews may accord with God's continued support. After assisting them in their escape from

Egypt, God continues to guide them via their leader Moses. While the nation was granted initial
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relie{ they continued to endure hardship befole reaching a "Promised Land." And though

granting fi-eedom fol His People from slavery, God scill institutes a series of commandments to be

follorved under his dorninion, chief of which was to recognize and honor him.2t'During their

travels upon being fieed, Moses mediates between God and the People during their liminal period

in the desert. When Moses begins nearing death, before the end of his life, God implores His

people to "live and become numerous."2sin his final, direct instructions. Though not arnong the

Ten Commanduents, nor a threat or admonishment, God states his intention for prosperiry-an

opportunity only allowed, enhanced and sustained through adherence to God's laws. In his

orders, God respects their exercise of a free will yet expresses his authoriry without force but as a

sirrrple petitjon For their own good.

As the following chapter of Exodus advises, the Israelites ought to, âs communicated by

God, "read the law before al1 of Israel in their hearing."ze Aside from directþ intervening with the

Israelites, God's interests furnish yet another agenda-the accomplishment to which the Israelites

are instrumental. The scope of God's plan (especially into the New Testament) extends over the

centuries and into generations of posterity. Once again, God wills for extending his authority

through inheritable nemory, without active intervention, but through his orders as a cycle of selÊ

perpetuation..

As His Chosen People, the Israelites have been promised deliverance, restoration, and

protection. Since ,\braham's covenânt with God, God not only promises to realize a vision of

victory and securiry, but actively prompts Israel to pursue it. However, as the Old Testament

moral goes, the Flebrews, inevitably suffer from unrelenting threat and tumult in the face of God's

gracious sanctions. And yet, from this seemingly variable relationship between God and the

'6 Deuteronomy 31,:L1,
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Israelite people, a clear model of spiritual wellness, as illustrated rhrough the caveats and

laudations, âppears, spanning from rewards of life to punishments of death. In Deuteronorny, the

author clearly aligns prosperiry with favor in God:

"-W'hoever loves discipline loves knowledge, but those who hate to be rebuked are stupid

The good obtain favor from the Lord, but those who devise evil he condemns. No one

finds securiry by wickedness, but the root of the righteous will never be moved."27

Therefore, the foundational texts of the Old Testamentj and of the Hebrew tradition, rhereafter

naintain that subscribing to God's 1aw yields one fortune and favor in God's judgment. This

equation constitutes the basis of Old Testament spiritual cultivation and sustenance.

Rebellion

The image of God as a Father rather than any of other title in the Old Testament

immediately aligns the Hebrews' doctrine with one of kinship. This notion of fideliry and

association through family runs throughout the O1d Testament as the standard designation of

identiry as well as of connection. As.one of the Ten Commandments explicitly srates, is to have

respect for one's parents.2s Likewise, the same language appears in reference to the Hebrews'

attraction.to "gods unknown to their fathers" and "other gods."2e God's plan of preserving his

authorily in tradition and law only lives through a.sense of piery to one's immediate forbearers..

Should one break away from this or any commandment is to risk one's own favor within God's

will. This commitment mirrors the basic connections between individuals living in the sociery.

27 Ploverbs 12:1-3.

28 Exodus 20:12.

2e Exodus 20:6.I assert that the intergenerational relationships constitute the basis of Hebraic identity, especially

as it pertains to their claim in shared âncestry and inherited covenant.
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The very first courmandnent of Moses' Ten forbids any worship to other gods besides the

one God of their forefathers. This allegiance to the single nominalization provides continuiry both

within the person as well as âcïoss generations and borders. '\llegiance to God and his'Word

provides identiry for the people as weli as â connection to a doctrine and family. Stepping our of

this identification, as instituted as it is, contradicts one's connection and placement in life. The

logic of association between people of not only similar blood but belief consrirures the basis of

God's institution of the Hebrew people.

Worshipping and dedicating oneself to gods other than the one true God amounts to one

of the, if not the, most serious offense against God and his explicit commandments. Not only do

the nrembers of the nation flagrantly dismiss their obligation to the "God of theil forefathers" but

then explicitly and shamelessly worship strange gods. This rejection of God's commandment not

only neglects one's own sensibiliry to God, but then atop enacts religious behavior toward other

supposed divinities. And while God openly rebukes this orientation to foreign gods, witnesses to

such obtuse rebellion also remark of corresponding defections accompanying these sorts of

deviations.

The Hebrews' complications with God, as documented in the Old Testament, is

grounded.in the faults of their li'ee will.3o The trajectory of the Hebrew people, though primarily

directed by God's almighty wi11, heavily predicates upon their successful fulfillment, or lack

thereo{ of God's prescribed instructions. And yet, despite the Israelites' consistent rebellion in the

face of God's relayed commands, God's righteousness only continues to be glorified in the Old

Testament.

30 Genesis 26-7
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In Deuteronorny, a book attributed to Moses, states that, after having placed the future of

Israel in the hands of its individual members, God infonls them that realizing the promise nade

to their âncestors varies dilectly with their level of faithfulness. God. advises them that,

"loving the Lord your God, obeying him, and holding fast to him; ... means life to you

and length of days, so that you mây live in the land that the Lord swore to give to your

ancestors. "3l

In this more recent commandment, God rernoves himself as an enforcer of consequence to any

future transgressions against His law. He tells Israel to "choose 1ife,"32 an option entirely left to

their own volition as of then.

As per God's prescription, the Hebrews may achieve theirlegendary destination of Canaan

primarily by obserwing God's commandmenß. This contingency on the Flebrews' actions places

the burden on each individual person's internal devotion to God as the detelmining factor of

Israel's fate and success ofposterity. God no longer threatens of a consequence by his own might,

but rather emphasizes the inherent contingency lequiring, on Israel's part, dedication to him.

Spiritual Vitalíty anil its lileal

. , While there are immediate limitations imposed by following God's 1aw, for instance

observing strict guidelines for cleanliness and societal order, some dictates deliver less of an

obvious purpose. F{uman responsiveness to God's-Word furthers their receptiveness and

enlightenment to the spirit and will of God. Flowever, trusting in this more distantly gratifying

judgment, one who's understand"ing cannot be instantly verified, constitutes a domain of

3t Deuteronomy 30:20.

3'Deuteronony 30:19.
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delibelation loose fron the standards of edification. This specific regarcl for God and His will, one

based on faith rather than independent judgment crowns the Bible's standard ideal of spiritualiry.

One distinction between one's spiritual health versus decay happens in the polarized

behaviors of obedience or rebellion of God. The or-iginal state of the fìgure of Adam stands as rhe

frame of reference for humaniry before having diverged from original familiarity with God.

Adanr, the comnronly cited sire of humaniry, serves âs a synecdoche for humaniry's intended

potential and þurpose. Before the Fall by Original Sin,33 Adam lives in comfort and in closeness

with the Heavenly Father. Then, through Adam and Eve's transgressive3a action, their distance

increases between God and FIis creation. Adam's violation of God's single restriction in an

otherwise free existence violates man's capaciry to obey God. The story fundamentally represents

the archetypal sin: the willful rejection of God's intent resulting, unilaterally, in the Fall. This act

against God stems from humans' predisposition to curiosiry and to assunte one's own private

âuthority as the law for oneself, Nåt only have humans departed from sharing such intimacy with

God but humaniry's spiritual anatomy and complex suffer from it.

Ríghteousness as Metrìc of Spirítuølíty

Witness to God's righteousness as infinitely more complex than ourselves begins our own

sense of competence.ând beauty. Furthermore, ouT own relatiVe position gn thç metrics of

goodness, power, and existence only subject us to the God whose only intent is to sustain His

creation. As the object of rightful reverence, God is onJy deserving of praise and obedience,

especially for his benevolent sense ofjudgment, direction, and care. One's love for God

i3 Genesis 3.

3a Genesis 3:6 I refer to the meaning of "transgressive" as in a violation of God's orders
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establishes for one, his suppolt, allegiance and proximity to God's rightful authority. God's love

and power in the Bible positions Him at the absolute height of existence to which humans thank

their own existence.

One of the urost famous verses in Proverbs states: "Fear of the Lorcl is the beginning of

wisdom."3s Found within the first chapters of one of the most prominent books in the-Wisdom

writings, this single line, like very mâny others, addresses a clirect implication between an emotion

toward God with a personal disposition. Throughout the Old Testament, but especially in the

book of Proverbs, definitive prose constantly relays staternents between its author and its reader,

oftentimes valuing one neasure over another or renarking the qualiry of one position over

another. "Proverbs operates in sonre ways with a similarpattern of thought to that in

Deuteronomy, where Moses lays before the people of Israel as a whole a choice between good

and evil, the way oflife and the way of death ... Ethical choice is a once-for-aìl.affair."3('Across

the schema of the Old Testament, given the relationship and fundamental intent of their God,

these exhortations typically instruct its recipients toward his divine vision rather than to their own

devices of inevitable destruction.

One of the major prophets to arise after the Babylonian exileJeremiah especially attempts

to dissuade the Israelites from their "iick.d" *ãyr. In the book ofJeremiah,.the Hebrew people

are implored collectively to listen to God's messâge. Evidence for this appears inJeremiah where

the prophet sâys:

35 Proverbs 9:10.

3('Barton, 
John. (Jndetsnnding Old Tesranrcnt Ethics(Louisville, KY: 'WestminsterJohn Knox Press, 2003), p

67.
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"they keep saying to those who despise the world of the Lord, "it shall be well with you";

and to all who stubbornly follow their own stubborn hearts, they say, "No calamity shall

conre upon yorr.""t'

Jeremiah's advisorypurports to enable one's achievement of one's own good. As a single

theology, Biblical Scripture cautions against the threats and dangers of the world. Implicated into

this formula, however, is the reverence , love, and trust in God's aurhority. One's ability to listen

and most importantly, to heed God's word is not granted. Witnessing God does not grant one's

automatic receptivify; at this level ofjudgment, the spirit must be oriented toward God to receive

God's mercy, benevolence and righteousness in the primary form of his knowledge. Thereaf[er,

ail divinely authorized imperatives motion humans toward an image of spiritual wellness.

Signified body

WhileJung's theory of the archeqrpesâssesses the relative value, effect, and involvement

of various bodily functions to one another. Flowever, the model's formation of the psyche

retnains particularþ cerebral. Likewise, the psychology of the Bible happens to remain within a

relatively limited number of domains. Jung's employment of the archeqrpes however tends to

align with the Bible's usage of body parts as representative of various emotional, cognitive, and

:

cognitive'dispositions. Instead of describing a person's action or reaction literally, the authors of

the Old Testament articulate moments or generalizations of human behavior or attitudes in terms

of physical human anatorrry. The spiritu al analog,one half of the total human body exhausts the

range and permutations of human cognition. This principle harkens back to the image of a person

understood primarily along an ideal definition.

37 
leremiah 23:17
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Contact: Appeøl to the ímaginøtion

Despite such divine interwention as the Great Flood and the -irr.l., of Exodus, the

Hebrew tradition and narrative glorifies God's verbal messages and demands as the purest form of

His unconditional love and expression of mercy and hope. By levealing to His people

conmandments, covenants, and prophecy, God verbalizes his intent to His People through

prophets and rnessengers. The use of language and verbal direction best approximares God's will

and expectations, despite being inefnective in ceasing or curtailing their recurring defiance. From

the messages recorded by prophets, there emerges sentirnents such as loyalty, trust, belief, and

faith that epitomize the supreme spiritual capacity. The medium in which the Old Testament

repïesents God's-Word as both a direct reflection of our spiritual capacities appeals specifically to

our spiritual character. Several representations of human anatony and sentiment for

communicating the essence of vitality. The collective authors' language employs metaphorical

inagery to represent various human expressions and dispositions. These figures of speech

especially render the reactions of the Hebrew people to God's law and hunun action all the same.

Like many points of reGrence in Biblical text, the language employs units of natural

creation such as individual human lives as units of measure and evidence for a grand argument.

The structure of thê hirman person extends even beyond one's individual þeing and connects to

the nature of creation and life therein. Franz Delitszch, in a L9'h centulT exposition of biblical

psychology, describes man as
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"a nticLocosm ... because evelything which is distinguished as precedent and subsequent

in the lowel grades of natures is concentrated in iîan."38

His statement further corresponds to the motiß in revealed theology whele

"nan is often called the world in the sacred writings because he is, as it were the nucleus

of creatures (that which when it putrifìes in fruit, the rest putrifies) . . . or chief of them

all."3e

Logically, the Old Testament inscribes within its adnonitions for humaniry, likeness to

elements of nature and their alfinities to spiritual development. Delietzsch lemarks of this tradition

in the Biblical literary canoll, addressing that:

"But as Scripture considers man under the point of view of redemption, but also under

that of creation, and inextricably inter-weaves its doctrines of salvation with some constant

and fundamental considerations of the natural condition of human existence, so it

contains, moreover, abundant material in reference to the natural knowledge of the

human soul; although this knowledge is not its object, but only a means to its purpose of

salvation . . . having reference to the nature and natural life of the soul"4O

In applyingJung's psychic paradigm, Wayne G. Rollins, a premier scholar onJungian Biblical

studies, writes that

38 Delitszch, Fr:Lnz. A Systent ofBiblical Psychology, -ïrans. by Robert Ernest 'Wallis (Edinburgh: T. & T

Clark, 1885) p. 73.

3e lbid, p.29-30.

a0 I)elietzsch, Friedrich, A System ofBibtical Psychology (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1885) p.267.
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"FromJung's standpoint, symbols are the natural language of the soul.... Fulthermore,

Jung would say, all of us respond natively to symbols and we all know intuitively how to

catch their meaning. The writers of Scripture...understood that meaning exceeds

language, and that image, figure, story, and symbol often succeed, where plain speech fails,

speaking to the whole person of the wholeness of realiry of which they would speak."al

Jung's view accommodated for religious sentiment into psychological analysis. Though not quite

chancterizing the nature of God's message for its own applications, Jung believed in the Bible's

relevance to human wellness. Flowever, Jung's perspective relegated the Bible's authoriry as one

of many theories created by humans toward greater spiritual actualization.

Conclusíon

Just as God guided the Israelites through Egypt toward the Promised Land through

appointed men and protection, God gives the Israelites the Law. As God's Chosen people, God

intends for the lineage of the F{ebrews to sustain a mission. The legendary stories of the Old

Testament detail countless warnings and orders by God to his servants amidst the Hebrew people.

This narrative of God's relationship with his people largely follows the trials and consequences of

Israel's allegiance to God and his established law. Various authors, spanning across numerous

generations, capture their trials as a series of contractual arrangements, each advancing and

rnodifizing their collective trajectory as God's Chosen People. In its account of humanity's current

state and potential, God bestows His own judgment of historical events as well as His interwention

and counsel to the Hebrew people. Yet while God's love remains unconditional, the Flebrews

suffer from neglecting the responsibiliry and discipline to remain obedient.

ar Rollins, 'Wayne, 
G. Jung and the Bible (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 19S3) p. 58.
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Chapter Three:

Føith as a Cognitiue Function in the New Testament

The structttre of Christian Scripture, beginning in Genesis, cumulatively recounts God's

progressive revelation for hnman ledemption, from the Hebrew patriarchs to ultimately, all of

humaniry. God initially addresses his first colrespondent, Abraham, only to then wrestle with his

descendants; and eventually, seeks to reach all of antiquiry and thereafter, all of humaniry.

In the Old Testament, God's faithful outreach and contact with this selected nation of

people often confronts and negotiates with humanity's predisposed aversion to God. 
-Within 

the

New Testanent, however, as in the Old Testament-to which the New Testament frequently

refers-Sclipture assures humans of personal rectification and prosperity via a renewed covenant

with humankind. As articulated in the Gospels and the apostolic writings, hearing and accepting

this new pact with humaniry restores one to eternal life in the family of God in Heaven, as well as

grace to onq's nâturâl life on Earth. Nevertheless, the New Testar.îent, while departing from the

mandates and penalties of the Old Testameht, still subscribes to a definitive standard of spiritual

health and strength.

I will reconstruct the basis of spilituality recurrent in the New Testament as well as its

corollaries with the characteristics of faith in the LordJesus Christ. First, I will speci$r the features

of Christ in bearing the title of Savior, Lord and Master to humanity. After, I will describe the

components of "godliness" ând its relation to the vision of God's kingdom. Then, I will compare
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the cognitive affinities between one's Leception of Christ as Savior verslls mandatory obedience to

' Israelite law, despite their explicit contrast in the New Testament. Next, I will connect human's

aliegiance to Christ's sovereignry with the New Testanlent's doctrine of socially ethical conduct.

'With these cornporìents all at hand, i will then discuss the collective comparrmenrs of human

psychology, their relative prioriry, responsibilities, and cultivation.

Jesus as Proprietor

While strongly emphasizing the newly revealed neans of attaining eternai and secure

salvation, authors of the New Testament still urge obseruation of certain spiritual statutes. Yet

though the gift of God's love and grace demands nothing more than belief in the ChristJesus, its

reaping requires committing one's soul wholeheartedly. So, while differing from the mandates of

the Otd Testament, such demands do similarþ adhere to specific criteria of personal development.

So, though the commandments in the New Testament are less speciûc in their prohibition, its

authority similarþ promotes following an order of spiritual conduct and composure as dictated by

God.r2

A fundamental hierarchy of spiritual ideals underscore the general imperatives of the New

Testament, the image of which could only have been foreshadowed in the Old Testament. Such

a spiritual model of the individual.human person exhorts orderliness in conduct, knowledge of

God's-Word, and prosperity borne out of love for God.

The voice in the New Testament books steadily establish God as the source of ail

righteousness and justification. To adequately recognize and respect this, one must submit to

God's revealed plan of redemption, order, and law. The law may verbally communicate to man

a2 Matthew 22:37-9
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God's instruction for prosperity;.however, it falls short of adequately equipping the person against

battle with the fiesh or the perils of life.

Saluation: Christ supersedes the løw

As the text of the New Testament especially emphasizes, one's faith in God, and in the

accomplished mission of the ChristJesus, constitutes the principal step to erernal'salvarion.'

"But when the goodness and loving kindness of God our Savior appeared, he saved us,

not because of any works of righteousness that we have done, but according to his meïcy,

through water of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit. This Spirit he poured out on us

richly throughJesus Christ our Savior, so that, having been justifìed by his grace, we

might become heirs according to the hope of eternal life."43

Along with receiving salvation, one's relationship with the Savior-and simultaneously. with the

Father-prompts andfactlttates a spiritual catharsis of one's own natural as well as eternal life.aa

The Gospel and apostolic authors consistentþ prompt readers to join God-the-Father's

family in Heaven. They especially advise the person toward acceptingJesus Christ as a Lord and

Savior. This approach to a singular source of authority mirrors the implications of familial ties in

the Old Testament, particularly in the title of God as well as in the Ten Commandments.

The specific title of $avior emphasizesJesus' relationship with humaniry: one of .

proprietorship, serwice, and safery. WitnessingJesus as Savior rather than simply obeying a law

evokes an interpersonal sense of reverence as the rypifying condition of spiritual wellness. Rather

than appealing to God's law to determine righteousness, through faith in Christ, one alternatively

orients oneself toward reciprocal correspondence with the declared Messiah. In effect, by sourcing

a3 -litos 3;4-7.

aa;ohn 5:21-4
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one's judgment vis-a-vis another form of discipline: faith in the LordJesus Christ, one nlust

operate in constant, cortscious regard for another's sense ofjudgment. Jesus and his ,\postles across

the New Testarnent distinguish between the ability for the Word to lectify anyone to God's

stanclarcl versus meclitating on Christ in the spirit. On rrrany occasions, New Testament language

will refer to the foolishness of following one's own judgment versus appealing to the reason of

God.

Innocence: Seruant, child, prísoner, sheep

The levels of subjugation termed in the Bible vary rninimally and convey the sense of

serwitude ought to be granted to the Lord. The persona of Christ revealedjust as much about

livingin the spirit as did the event of his death, burial, and resurlection. Jesus would apply and

articulate a reversal of virtues to handling oldinary situations.

In recounting events and actions from his life as well as through parables, Jesus and his

apostles discern everything from wisdom, nourishment, love, and relationships contrary to its

common understanding. And Paul, like Jesus through various parables, likens and allegorizes these

novel nuânces as rough principles of pecuniary and sustainable practices.

'Within both theJungian writings and the Bible, the subject of childhood is standard

within the individual life: Jesus states to his followers that anyone who.becgmes humble likç this

child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven."'u The child may be understood as â synecdoche

for innocence. Jesus speaks "See, I am sending you out like sheep in the midst of wolves; so be

wise as serpents and innocent as doves."a6I would parallel this disparity between wisdom and

a5 Matthew 1B:1-5

4o lbid, 1o:16.
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knowledge to god's admonition of following one's own "ways" verslrs trusting and adhering to

Gocl's own. This is heaviiy presented in the book of Acts.o' This dispariry likewise echoes rhe folly

of the Old Testament Hebrew's deviation from worship of their God.

Jung's image of the chilcl (Åole) as a foundationai element of the person resemblesJesus'

comnrent to be as children.Just asJung's profile of health includes one's integr:ation of their

childhoocl experience, so does Jesus' standard for men to resemble children or even serwants exalts

these Gatures above others. Jung describes the chilcl as adventurous yet not so contorted toward to

the trials of life. Similarly, Jesus' image of the child might also imply one's resistance to the

pressures, temptations, or motivations of the world, including the desire to please and pride

oneself.

Image oJ Godliness and God's Kingdom

One major theme of the New Testament, especially in its encouragement of conduct after

Christ, is a rule of association. One's persona, as a contained spirit, is qualified by rheir actions as

well as by the person with whom they relate. For instance, in Paul's letter to John, Paul states of

this connection:

"Everyone who believes Jesus Is the Christ has been born of God, and everyone who

loves the parent loves the child."a8

In loving the parent, one effectively loves the child, which implicates love for the one as love for

the other and thus for the two âs one. This linkage between the relational terms of "parent" and

a7 Acrs 4:32, 5:29,20:24.

ts 11ohn 5:1. For other tinres he has implicated relation to him as equivalent to relationship with the Father,
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the "cirilcl" sLìggests a meaningful ancl inherent connection between the parent and the child. The

transitiviryae of love from God the Fathel and God the Son thus sustains one unifiecl object of

love-one that applies in the abstract as well as in actualiry. The relationship itself defines the

properties of one having "been born" fì'om another as well as that of one who "believes" and

"loves." Not only do lhese expressions and actions define the condition of the person but likewise

the connections between persons as well as the basis for larger networks created by its logic.

The plinciples qualifying the fundamental connections between people under "love" and

"belief' do also characlerize matters of dependence and subjection. In response to someone's

accusation againstJesus as working for Satan,Jesus remarks of the claim's nonsense, saying:

"If Satan casts oLrt Satan, he is dividecl against himseif how then will his kingdom stancl?

... Or how can one enter â strong man's house and plunder his propercy, without first

rying up the strong man? Then indeed the house can be plundered. -Whoever 
is not with

me is against me, and whoever does not gather with me scâtters."50

This basic formulation of kingdoms as supportive to a single authority grounds the basic concepts

of conviviality. This simple principle of association establishes the primacy of one's allegiance as

indicating identiry. Allegiance not only represents one's own standing spiritually among a

collective but also defines, therefore, the direction of one's own selÊdetermination.

Elements of the peyson

ae ushenko, A. P. Introdu ction, A Theoty of Logic (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1936) p. 12.

Ushenko defìnes: "A transitive relation is such that when one thing has it to another, and the latter to a third,

the first has it to the third. The properry of transitiviry is important in logic because deduction of a rhought

from others which imply it often clepends on the fact that implication is a transitive relation."

so Matthew 12:26-30
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In relaying God's redemptive message, the New Testament Scripture addresses the human

condition for its vulnerabilities and tendencies. Paul especially compartmentalizes the behaviors of

people as responsible for the various engagenlents with the world, others, and God. In plioritizing

Christ as the neans of lelating to God, Paul's approach to instruction differs grearly fiom the Old

Testament. Flowever', his admonishment of certain attitudes and dispositions closely resembles the

Old Testament's similar appeal to a common faculry of the soul. The separate compartments of

the person itenize the respective concerns and valuation for either one's own will or that of

God's.

Faith in the Savior crowns the sense of actualization within Biblical theoiogy. This faith

takes the forn of trust as one cloes of a fellowperson, especially as someone to consult, petition,

and in whom to believe. Faith, as opposed to one's private judgment, tunes one's attentiveness

toward the greater functionality of the spirit, capable of increased sensibiliry to and knowledge of

the Father through the Holy Spirit. Exercising faith, trust and principally, love for the Father and

the Son, one maintains contact with God at this register of older in their life.

Observing the'Word of God, however, still requires of one's personal sense of conscientiousness

and composure. For instance, one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, sobriety, permits one to use their

full faculties of consciousness as a part a spiritual blessingl

"the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, genelosity, faithfulness,

gentleness, and selÊcontlol"s1

This ability corresponds with a person's attention to and treâtnent of the nratters of this world

but rathel sourcing a consistent course of action from elsewhere-specifìcally from God.

sl Galatians 5:22-3; other mentions of control as subscription to the "spirit" include 1 Thessalonians 4:4, 1

Corinrhians 0:11.
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One's co¡tsciousne.s.ç of their place in the world, including all of its encounters and

interaction, pertain to their pelsonal motivations. Paul tends to align this domain of being to the

soul and body, rather than to rhe spirit. While these divisions into parts should not mutually

exclude lhe others' definitions or responsibilities, the relationships between the respective

compartmentalization characterize a person's suit to God's law. The structuïe of God's saving

rrlessage as a humanly-born Savior delivers on the fundamentally interpersonal qualiry of the spirit

in the Bible. Likewise, this element of producing and acting within a relationship actively

considers processing, reflecting and calculating advance in a situation.

The structure of God's saving message as a savior's lifetime likewise effectively suits the

idyllic function of spiritualiry developed in the Bible. The person's subjective cognition and

personai conduct ought to be, according to the Bible, dominated by the spiritual dimension. The

spirit's proper domain aligns with the imperatives lain out in the Old Testament, especially in its

comrnitment to God.

As the story ofJesus mentions throughout the four Gospels, Jesus had been sent according

to prophecy towâr'd fulfilling God's plan for redemption. While Jesus fulfilled his mission as the

anticipated Christ of Scripture, observers of the tradition outwardly rejected his authoriry. In the

narrative, Jes¡s. o1 many occasions 
.blames the ignorance on. other shortcomings of personal .

character. In addressing such a "faithless generation,"Jesus tel1s his followers that:

"For it is from within, from the human heart, that evil intentions come: fornication, theft,

nturder, adultery, avarice, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness, en\ry, slander, pride, folly. All

these evil things cone from within, and they defile a person."52

s2 Mark 7:21-2.
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In attributins the morality of a person to the state of their "heart,"Jesus leminds his disciples that

righteousness is not a matter of action but a natter of one's individual disposition and sentiment.

Spiritual ueßus natural relationship s

The figure ofJesus does not only serwe as a literary device or static icon toward which the

plesent and future of humaniry may aspire. The teaching, rather, informs and pronpts its reader

to understand and subnit oneself to the -Word of God and the Father. Jesus clarifies his mission as

one, though of peace, also likewise as one of division, especially between natural relationships.

For', as he has been commissioned relationships in the natural world shall separate between those

for and against Christ. In all four gospels,Jesus remarks on the nature of his "true farnlly" versus

that in which he has been born into.s3 Through these statements, Jesus distinguishes between the

importance of worldly alliance versus that of the spirit. Just as the individual human maintains the

image of God in their nature, so does their spiritualiry seek to mirror that which we may only

faintly perceive in God, true godliness as hunran.

The New Testanent does not command perfection, or for complete adherence to a

stipulatedlaw; one's belief in the risen Christlends itself to and corresponds with spiritual

compliance. Trusting inJesus' commitment to humanity prompts and equates to further spirituål

deyelopment. In fact, ChristJesus, as an uncf,eated sentient entiry, not only reveals himself to

humans as an object of devotion but also as a correspondent with whom to engage with

interpersonally. Spiritrtaliry, as it is delineated throughout both testaments of the Bible, likewise

requiles a sense for reciprociry and sinlultaneous processing.

s3 Matthew 3:11-12, Mark 1:7-8, Lu{e 3:15-19 ,John 1:24-33.
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"To set the r-nind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peâce.

For this reason, the mincl that is set on the flesh is hostile to God; it does not submit to

God's iaw-indeed it cannot, and those who are in the flesh cannot piease God."sa

In assenting to God's saviug plan, one's personal soul becomes subject to receiving the Holy Spirit

as a connection to as well as restoration of God's goveïnance. Resulting solely fi'om one's personal

faith inJesus Christ, this subscription equates reverence for God with the crowning element of

one's consciousness. This provides the foundation or rather a capstone to a model of constluctive

personal deveiopment.

Reception and Ohedience

As emphasizedt'y Paul's writings, much of the New Testament doctrine concerns the

arrival, presence, and departure of Christ's life on earth. Just as this feat represents â rupture in the

nature and potential of mankind, Jesus' legacy and consequent message translate to refining the

reigning societal and mental paradigms. Among these perspectives were the settled traditions of

theJudaic forefathers, neans of managing finance, the true character of leadership, and most of all,

of exhibiting true righteousness, especially in the eyes of God.

New Testament rhetoric explicitly represents personal growth as increased farniliariry with

the'Word of God as.well as proximily in the care of Christ. Along.very specific parameters and

metrics, one strengthens and heightens their spiritual health in accordan.. *lrh the saving message

of the Christ. Principally, one must revere God befole anything; Paul advises:

"Flumble yonrselves before the Lord, and he will exalt you."u'

sa Romans B:6-8

5sJames 4:10.
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As fiequently commancled in the Old Testament, appropriately exhibiting huniliry positions

oneself amidst the proper order of God. By recognizing God's power, being and essence as

infinitely greâter than one's own, one sulrendels oneself to God's benevoience and righteousness.

And though usually never immediately gratifizing, God's love materializes according to his will

under the terms of the new covenant of salvation throughJesus Christ.

ÍIumøns as non-índependent agents

Prominent argunlents in Pauline Scripture employ dichotomies between the natural

condition of things verslrs the matters of fact in the spiritual realm. Paul divides personal

subjectivity into the elernent of the spirit as opposite to allelse. Yet, the distinctions do not lie

between the material and. immaterial but rather, the independent versus dependent source of

motivation. Depending on one's chosen orientation of conscience, one submits oneself to the

impetus and authoriry of one or another "master." Commitment to God therefore cultivates one's

identiry according to the order and authoriry of one's mâster. The basis of faith warrânts

complete dependence on the Lord as stated by the Lord himself;

"ThenJesus told his disciples, "If any want to become my followers, let them deny

themselves and take up their cross and follow me."5u

,\s expressed in this verse, following Çhrist requires forfeiting any exclusively private interests for

the demands as comnissioned by God ,lon..

As explained in the Old Testament, God wills the best for his children along an explicit

and consistent standard of personal development. Gaining awâreness and knowledge of his will,

however, requires one's sole deference to Him. Personal faith in God initiates the necessary

connection with the person of the Lord wherein the believer receives revelation proper, toward

56 Matthew 16:24
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serving God. ,\ligning one's intentions r,vith those sanctionecl by Gocl, requires mutual

comntunication and verification tl-rrough personal sensibilities. John proclaims that

"this is the bolclness we have in him, that if we ask anything according to his will, he hears

us. and If we kr-row thar he hears us in whatever we ask, we know that we have obtained

' 
the requests nade of him."57

One's active pursuit ancl reception of God's intent first stems fi'om one's desire for closeness with

God and subsequentiy involves giving oneself up to him.

The New Testament especially urges one toward prayer as among the primary meâns to

famlliarrze oneself with God. Prayer signals one's act of faith and ordination into the Body of

Christ. Comtnunication through prayer sustains one's conscious relationship with the Father

through the Son and the Holy Spirit. Biblical prayer ïenews one's connection to the mind of

God. Responding to the spiritual beneficiaries of the Holy Spirit and its appropriate

implementation requires one's corlespondence with the Lord and Father. So though the person

maintains individualit|, even after rebirth into God's family, one's free will and spirit are called to

witness, partake in, and host the Spirit of God.

Layers and theit, consistency

. Çottstant conxrentary on the individual person distinguishes between one's internal
.

motivations against their outward manifestation. For one, individuals must exhibit consistency

throughout one's self as a mâtter of wholeness in personality.

"So you on the outside look righteous to others, but inside you are full of hypocrisy."ss

tt 11ohn 5:r4-r5.

s8 Matthew 23:38.
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"For-you clean the outside of the cup and of the p1ate, but inside they are fu1l of greed

and selÊindulgence. "5e

,\ person's internal constitLÌtion reflects appeârs as actions and behaviors reflecting their internal

judgment. To be consistent âcross one's decisions and motives, one must maniGst integriry and

consistency in their spiritual lifetime. Spilituality includes one's mental history and habituation.

Mostly captured through the living entiry-components as the heart, mind, eyes, necks, and

various other anatomical fàcuities. The qualifiers used to describe such sections of the human body

are spiritual analog of the physiological organisn. Just as a muscle, bones, or tissue organ attains

character from long-telm use. so the person and their ethical development reflects one's

circunlstantial elenent

The descriptions in the Bible of human expression, disposition, and responsiveness to

God's commandments or'Word are often portrayed through body gesticulations or condition.

Examples of this vary according to AubreyJohnson who identiûes:

"the psychicalftnctions of the ego should be seen at work in the activities of such

peripheral and facial organs such as the meuth, along with its palate, tongue, and lips, or

the eyes, and even the forehead, nose, and ears; and (as akeady indicated) attention should

be paid to the way in which these may be referred to by. synecdoche as themselves

engaged in some form of personal behavior and therefore as subject in some cases to moral

judgment"r'o

se lb¡d,23:35.

601ohnson, Aubrey k., The Vinliry of the htdividual in the Thought ofAncient Istael (Cardiff: Universiry of

'Wales Press, \964) p. 45.
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âcross reference to the heart, lhe ear, the mincl, neck, eyes and the mouth. These significations

analogize portions of the body to an inciiviclual's true intention. The aspects of one's intelnal

disposition have external analogues rvhich God names in his criticism of the Hebrews. as well as

of the lost, destitute and transgressive. The character of the person, asJohnson states, corresponds

with not only one's disposition expressed in the narrative but as also reflecting their moral

qualities.

Distinctíon hetween the psychic and the physical

Paul especially distinguishes between the separate, independently responsible components

of, chiefly, the heart, mind, body and spirit.6lDespite the New Testament's emphasis on

dependence in Christ, spiritual conversion follows one's insistence on selÊaccountabiliry,

especially in concerns involving others. Across Biblical theology, refeïence to the concept of the

spirit, as opposed to the body. portrays its disparate mechanisms as well as their relationship,

distinction, and value to one another. The constitution of a person stated in the Biblical text

presents the mechanisms composing human's cognitive nature. Operating according "to the

spirit" supposes to relegate the matters of the temporal worlcl in favor of acting in service of God's

heavenly dominion. Paul speaks to the generative nature of the spirit wherefore

"If you to-.lot..o|{r flesh, you will reap corruption from the flesh; but if you sow to the

Spirit, you will reap eternal life."62

One's own mental, physical, and spiritual stabiliry conjoins one's belief in the Son as well as one's

control over oneself. The spiritual reality belonging to a higher form of realiry and processing

demands mastery over the subsidiary faculties of the individual and natural components of the

61 1 Thessalonians 5:23

r'2 Galatians 6:B-9.
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peffion living in creation. By extension, biblical literature chanctertzes spiritual nature as sobering

and dialogical, especially in managing one's concerns and estate. Therefore , sharing the means of

optimizing the spirit especially cultivates one s own spiritualiry as well as others'.

Conclusion

Faith in the Son, although a sequel to the previously transcribed trials of the Hebrew

people, culminates God's demonstration of love for His children on earth. As the narrative goes,

the latter effort expands God's revelation from the single lineage of the Israelites to thât of the

collective human lace. Stratifications within the person as advised in the New Testament

correspond with Gatures desirabie in the Scripture's image of God's intention. The virtues

expounded on by the Bible and represented by Jesus íulfill this ultimate morality and conditioning

of the self via obedience to the Father in FIeaven. Instruction from the Lord follows a model of

wellness nature of spirituality that permeates the rhetoric of the message in the text as well as the

sequence ofevents.
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Chapter Four:

Jungian Functions of the Bíblicøl Spírít

In adapting the psychological framework of Dr, C. G. Jung to a reading of a psychology in

Biblical Scripture, we first must dispose of much ofJung's presuppositions on the evolutio nary

origins and development of the psyche.In its place, we may retain its presumption of

psychological health as foundational of the psychds mechanisms. Drawing primarily from the

Jungian model of the personal psychological system, I will appiy the mechanics of the psyche and

its constituent processes of moraliry and spiritualiry to the spiritual mandates and imperatives in

the Bible.

Like inJung's writings, Scripture similarly establishes a dichotomy befween two rypes of

personal governance. 
-WhileJung 

defines each cognitive operation in terms of the direction of the

process, Scrþture likewise distinguishes between two forrns of attentiveness. Its mandates, above

all, ad.vis3 oqe to source their judgment and action from the authority of God.

e Personølíty as ø Díalectic

To Jung, while he divides the human psycheinto two primary strata; their optimization

requires the two strata's synthesis into one. This synthesis looks a specific way as the elements of

the subconscious rise to consciousness and operate as the üanscendental function. The

transcendental functiontherefore both requires presence in the temporal realm as well as

command in summoning from and enriching the terrain of the unconscious. The composite
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functions ideally complenlent and enhance one another by their opposite directions of processing

to conplementâry extents. At its height, this dialectical processing ought to simultaneously and

conjunctively inform a person's psycirologicai state.

LikeJung's proposal of a superior function composite of two main subordinate functions,

spirituality in the Bible-though originating in and possessing a separate essence-takes

precedence an-r.ong the distinct faculties in humans. Biblical doctrine aims to furnish a composite

fìamework of ethics, cosmology, and soteriology responsibie for governing one's psychic

mechanism as invariable appeals to one's intelligible sensibility.

The spirit as exchanging

The tnnscendennl rttnction powers one's psychological aptitude characterizes the height

of cognitive dexterity. Jung especially prizes this tertiary, synergetic faculry as integrating one's

âwâreness of both the unconscious and the cons;ciolzs mind., thereby processing in both directions

simultaneously. Jung speculates that a person's inherited psychiatry has evolved with traits

maintained by their ancestors' own aptitude. -Within 
a person's own 1iG, their personal past must

be reared into their own psychic life for the same sense of purpose and utiliry. This principle of

modi$ring the constitutive elements under the interactive activity, refines one the one hand, the

libid( energy, and pn th.e other, temporal action and momentum. To effectively opeïate fruitfully

on the physical, material dimension, one's personality requires integrating their personal

experiences in seLr¿ice of one's selÊdeterminatioll.

Operating solely according to one's conscious, rational self, however, hardly advantages

anyone sustainablyi Jung often remarked of the importance of gaining awareness over one's

subjective circurrrstances, both past and present as well. In fact,Jung states of modeln humans as

sufferers of lost connection with the invaluable counsel of the past on how to "manage" such
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LulconscioL¡sinfluences, namely as religion and "uncivtTized" culture. That is whyJung dicl not

equate psychic regt'ession (reflexive retrospection) to devoJtttion of the personaliry (degeneration

of the psychic entity). For, being able to create a connection between one's current concerns with

a câuse, origin, or explanation from the past constitutes the initial step of the individuation

process. The sequence and interrogation in the process of individuation dftectly prompts one to

acquire and fortiflz the appropriate attributes of the ttanscendental function.

Jung's diversion toward alchemicai studies ancl rnystical goals influenced his idealization of

spiritual acasalization. Of (Mircea Eliade and) Jung's interest in this matteï, Moshe Idel states that:

"interested in the Gnostic mythology ... as atenporal truths ... Individual perfection is the

ultimate goal of their idealization of androgyneiry, as opposed to the creative interest, be it

procreation or restoration of divine harmony, in the theosophical kabbalah."63

For as far as the history has recorded, philosophy has been primarily concerned with providing

rationalizations for certain conclusions rather than others. While the breadth of philosophical

discourse has certainly been diversified, their intentions have remained largely the same. The

appeal of the intellect over its counterpârt faculties has subsisted for most of one's sense of

rationaliry behind identifiiing, distinguishing and even hierarchizing certain social, psychological,

a4d cultural dispositions over others..

Currency of the Spírít

-While both the New and Old Testament are composed by various authors, the New

Testament collectively contends with a nuch narrower scope of sociery in its critique. As a result,

63 ldel, Moshe, Sexual Metaphors and Praxis in the Kabbalah TheJewish Fantily: Metaphor and Mentoty (New

York: Oxford Universiry, 1,989) p. 213.
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Jesus and Paul conftont similar enemies of their respective messages on naterial rvealth and power

across the Gospels and Pauline works.

-What 
is most useful and unprececlented aboutJung's itemizecl psychic functionality is its

applicability, flexibiliry and objectiviry in characterizing interpersonal interaction, personal issues,

or collective dynamic. As Paul especially delineates in Corinthians 15, a distinct substance of the.

pneuntatic qualifies a person and their âctions as "life-giving" or "living." And according to the

previously mentioned metrics of righteousness and spiritual health, this "life" equates to one's

proximity to God, one's sernblance of righteousness and therefore relative achievernent God's

wili.

I ascertain that this "life-producing" mornentlrn matchesJung's proposition of the

tt'anscendental function -While 
the psychic realm does exhibit an extra-dimensional realicy, the

concept of the function contains the properties of the psychrcas well as that of responsiveness ro

the circumstances of others via the consciousinterface. The adaptive functionaliry acts as cohesion

of both introverted and extroverted processing as well as the directed and associative qualities,

uitimately reflecting Paul's version of spiritual cognition.

The Pauline writings, especially in its complement to the Gospels, relays guidance for

treating.others as.followers of Christ, prioritizes gifting to others, even at the expense to oneself..

This apparent or immediate debit to one's seif transfers to a seeningly double gain-return for both

subjects, spiritually. As in Paui's exposition of love, living in the spirit exhibits a sense of

reciprocity between subjects for its materialization. This reciprocity however must provide for

both subjects along the standald for liG. On several instances throughout his letters, Paul isolates

love as cardinal aspect of following Christ.6a This regard for the other maintains two dimensions

t'n Romans 13:9, Ephesians 4:2,2 Corinthians 2'.4, l Corinthians 13:4-8
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of its practice. One, that the cost incurred upon oneself cloes llot n-LeasLlre to its return; ancl two,

that the benefit alnollnts to double or lrlore in currency of the spirit.

Psychic energy inJung's schema may correlate with the Bible's ttse of pneunlaas the "life-

producing" substance.t The constant acloss New Testament ethics defines absolute actions as

either accepting or giving "life-producing" substance. This happens to be an elenent occurring

within the mechanism of the person just like inJung's formulations.

Spirituatíty øs Rationality

Jung attributes much of psychological knowledge fron antiquity to the initial

philosophical inquiry as the very foundation of Classical thought. One such long-standing

paradigm which has informed countless generations of psychology is the division of the human

personaliry by Plato. The tripartite nature of the soul has remained just as compelling to

philosophers since penned by Plato himself after witnessing the life of Socrates. Throughout

Platonic literature, Plato alludes to the definite yet tenuous divide separating human reason fi'om

spiritual or appetitive motivations. These distinctions happened to extend to Platonic renderings

of personal development and social organization.Jung did not refiain from describing components

of the human personality in terms of the spirit, despite its empirical ambiguity. He clarifies its

application as a psychological concept in saying that:.

6s Engberg-Pederson, Troels. Cosntology and Self in the Apostle Paul: The Matedal Spit* (Oxford, England:

Oxford University Press, 2010). p. 30. Engberg-Pederson links New Testament Pauline mâtedality of the spirit

to the philosophical basis of the contemporâry Stoics.
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"Ifwe âre to clo justice to the essence of the thing we call spirit, we should really speak of

a "higher" consciousness rather than of the unconscious, because the concept of spirit is

such that we are bound to connect it with the idea of superioriry over the ego-

consciousness. The superioriry of the spirit is not something attributed to it by conscious

reflection, but clings to it as an essentiai quality, as it is evident fi-om the records of all ages,

from the Holy Scriptures to Nietzsche's Zat'athustn.'66

Just asJung emphasizes in this single passage, the conscious and unconscious strata of the psyche

are not only separate but are lelative layers in a definitive hierarchy. In this case, Jung especially

asserts the "superiorify" of the spirit as an independent matter over the whole system.

ReciTtro city in practice

Jungian psychology descends fi'om a long line of theory that prioritizes the intellect as the

dominant and prominent faculry of the human being. Jung's framework draws from several

traditions, meeting at his formulation of a clinical model of psychoanalysis.6TJung's theory

uniquely interprets and mechanizes the human being as a total and relatively-closed psychic

system. The human person is thus encapsulated in ternx of the psychic system and all its

physiological and mental analogs. This proposed spiritual intransigence across human beings

uuJn.rg, "spirit and Life." The Structute and dynantics of thePsyche. p.334.

t";ones, Michael E. Libido Dontinandi; Sexual Libention ancl Political Control (South Bend, IN: St.

,tugustine's Press, 2000) p. 126. "Both Illuminism and psychoanaiysis claimed that could plurnb the depths of

the soul by carefuily observing seemingly random lapses and gestures. . . . Psychoanalysis and Illuminism were, in

effect the same project-the illuminist telm seeienanalyse is simply the Germanified term of psychoanalysis or

vice-versa-with the details [aimed] to suit the sensibilities of a later age, an age which believed that "science"

and "medicine," rather than secret societies, woulcl iead to heaven on earth."
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includes tnore than simply a person's mental cognition. Jung often refers to the internal mechanics

of a person's psychology as the workings of the single human entity. Jung's influence has extendecl

far beyond the scope of psychology, having influenced thinkers within a single genetation.

Given the progression of civilized societies, however, toward the heightening of

individual determination as the premier aim of humanity, Jung hinged his interpretations of such

myths and moralizing traditions upon the cultivation of the conscious will. In applyingJung's

approach, Gerd Thiessen sumnarizes that

'Jung's psychology of religion interprets religious symbols chiefly as the objectification of

an archerypal tendency toward selÊrealization."68

Much ofJung's theorization of positive psychic development was based on humanify's

internal drive toward developing themselves.

D ep arture from Freuil's rcpres síon

ThoughJung strayed from Freud's fundamental psychology of sexual desires, Jung did not

dinrinish the activity of unconscious matter inhis personaliqttheory. -With 
the introduction of

psychoanalysis came the partitions of human psychology as those features considered dictated by

personal volition versus those caused from something else. Though valuing the persistent potency

of unconscious materia),,Jung stated the unequivocal necessity for its transformation toward causal,

temporal, ând material efïìcacy in civilized sociery. 
:

-While 
Freud saw moraliry as repressing one's sexual drives for the sake of living and

thliving in sociery,Jung believed that the libidic energy that drives individual creative power, also

feeds into the construction of sociery. ForJung, religious and cultural formalities equipped and

68 Thiessen, Gerd. "The Psychodynamic Approach: Religion as Confrontation with the lJnconscious,"

Psycho,logical Aspects of Pauline Theology (Philadelphia: Fortt'ess Press, 1987) p. 15.
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funnelecl this "excess libido" into service and ploduction for sociery. lJnder the category of

expenditure by part of the person, this energy, when cultivated according to realistic demands

from sociery actualizes the person towardJung's hypothetical culmination of individuation.

Jung saliently com"partmentaiizes the consciousness, rationaliry, and will as a product and

orientation specific and serwiceable to civilization. The conscious mind is therefore responsible for

interpreting the unconscious ntaterial into prâcticaliry or purpose for the active individual. On the

othel irand , the unconsciousstrata of the mind, containing the personal as well as the co]]ective

unconscious material, falls subject to the restrained lest it lead one to judge according to their own

subjective fallacies ungrounded in the surrounding leality. ForJung, religious behavior and

activity, as well as cultural gestations were excess products of an otherwise unmanaged data. This

data was informed by the personal as well as ancestral information. This information unless

processed by the conscious mind was to lead to psychological disorder or rnisconduct. Jung

constantly emphasized the importance of continuiry of a person's conscious acculturation with

that of their forefathers whose own conditioning ought to correspond with the respective

attitudes inherent to their canons of knowledge, or ancestral heritage.

'While 
Jung explicitly describes following one's unconsciotl-ç contents, primitive and

superstitious, the will derives from civilization. This resembles the unilateral valuatio.n of Freud as.

comparing the impulses of one's repressed sexual instincts versus a socially-acquired repressive

mechanism.Jttg, however, equates the two as a dualistic pair that mutually depend on one

another, especially in order to 
"qnip 

someone for success.-Whereas in the planes of energy,

psychic matter arises and falls according to their intensities. The will possesses its own impetus and

origin of motion, especially reactive to the most present, necessary and productive neasures in a

situation. Although the person does not operâte in a purely linear way, there is, forJung, a
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nranifest conduit that strearns a single most planar sense of consciousness: the ego or the penona.

Just as the diffelentiation between progression-regression and evolution-devolution lies in their

disparate versions of variation acïoss time, so do theirprocesses in their respective fields.

The future though not â completely concrete concept, ûray be formulated and understood

as the historical account of the temporal and ntechanistic-causal dimension. 'Whereas humans do

have free will, God has foreknowledge and can only make appeals through one's spiritual side to

rational side. The rational side is not necessarily limited to the material realm but is rather just a

directional processing that moves forward as time shifts forward. However, spiritual functioning

operates in more than one direction at any given time. In this sense, the superlatively superior

function therefore, the spirit simultaneously receives and produces information at a higher

dimension. At this dimension, Jung implicates the influence of relationships and sentiment. The

history and potential of immediate interaction with people fundamentally habilitates the psychic

potentialiry of the person. At this level, the transcendental function develops out of the process of

indiuiduation. Indiuiduation occurs through confronting, complicating and resolving a

relationship with three archetypil frgures during one's life. These distinctions could be classified

according toJung's hierarchy of cognitive functions. To reiterate the categories in Rollin's words,

'Jttg also foundthat consciòusness can be characterized.in terms of attitude, the attitude

oFextraversion or the attitude o[introversion. ln the case of the former, one's Jibidoor

psychic energy tends to move outward from the sele in the latter, the energy tends to flow

. r rrÁÔ
lnward. ""'

'With the subject of spiritualiry grounded in the singular concept of the person, both Paul and

Jung emphasize cognitive expression in relation to one's own needs as well as those of others.

6e Roilins,'VTayne G. p. 30
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Jung's distinction between thinking and feeling as the judging functions mostly identifies their

terminal properties. Thinking involves addressing and resolving matters in sequence and for utiliry

towards an end. On the other hand, feeling interprets value and meaning.

Jung's delineation of the distinct cognitive functions itemize the capacities for receiving

psychic energy as well as in dispellingit. Conceiving ofpsychic analogs to objective actions and

motivations compares to the ideals of spiritual behavior in the Bible.Just asJung delineates, these

insights into the interior of the person likewise accumulate to composing of an internal condition.

Jung especially provides tenninology for systematically apportioning the components of psychic

heaith as intelactions between two domains. These interactions then compound to more complex

psychic activiry and upon enough habituation, into the person's chalacter.

Subtuøction -from an ldeøl

The Bible as speaking in matters both of basic human comprehension and of spiritual

nature, employs natural objects as metonymy for their spiritual essence or use. The spiritual as

existence exhibits a higher form or substance of realiry corresponding to or containing within its

signageiO entire lifetimes and life-like qualities. The spirit exhibits ân extrâ-temporaliry that

actively resembles its elements of the past,and the future. The imagery of the Bible resembles the

use of archetypes. inJungian theori for itri establishment of a rt"nd"id from which all eise is to'be

viewed as its subtraction or distillation. Much like the doctrine in the Old Testament, Jung also

believed in a principle of consistency throughout a person's psychological landscape as well as

toJ,t.tg, Synbols of Transfornlation, p. 114. I use the term "sign" inJung's terms in which he considers the unit

of the sign as containing within its universal single. total "ûxecl meaning."
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across their lifetime and relationships. This consistency is not absolute parallelism or equation but

ratirer along a proper track of development.

The Son is the Woril

At the opening of the Gospel ofJohn, the author explicitly identifiesJesus Christ with the

Greek term logos.-White the Gospels recount the literal feats, ministry, and Passion of Christ, the

Gospel ofJohn especialiy interprets the significance of Christ's liG on earth.John's implication of

the word logos withJesus Christ elucidates the composure that Christ represents and means to

inspire for his followers. In elevating logos against any other domain of knowledge or conduct,

appealing to or emulatingJesus means likening oneself to the principle of logos.Tt Thiq objective

for realizatton in Acts, the author identifìes the doctrine of the church as the "-Way of the Lord."12

This "-Way" represents a mânner of conducting oneself throughout liG-the image of a person,

their body and life.

Knowledge of gooil anil euil and Jung's Trícksterfigure

Jung's use of the "tricksterfigure" reflects his own opinion ofmediation between two

aspects of the personal psyche.As he cites in mythoiogy, the fìgure of Flermes directly aligns with

his designation of the transcendental function. The jocular qualiry of the trickster figure permits

hlm t1 transgress boundaries and noncommittally intervene between çwo separate domains. Jung

would âttest to the superioriry of this figure although never truly definitively empowered, its

function serves a purpose toward a synthesis of opposites as well as its culmination.

Biblical rhetoric however does not view superlatives as emergent of opposites. This stands

in direct contrast to the commission of Adam and Eve who sought from the tree of good and evil.

71 Delitszch, Franz. A Systent ofBiblical Psychology,Trans. by Robert Ernest'W'allis (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1885). Delitsczh calls this ultimate reference of spiritual development "hypostasis." p. 1,97.
72 Acts 18:25,22:4.
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This isolation of evil as separate fì'om good, especially as châracteristic of the person, situates evil

as originating fi-om the human healt and unrelatecl to the generation of good. 'Within this

rhetoric, the New Testament authors, in addition to reversing the notion of power, simply denies

humans as having fleshly sovereignry as a dignifying factor at all. Paul especially writes of being

either enslaved or captivated toJesus (or to righteousness). This continues on a theme of reversing

conventional clynanics of power as truly more nuanced when living in the spirit.

In fact, the metrics in the New Testanrent count as single actions determined by whether

one's "appeal ...spring fi'om deceit or impure notives or trickery."z3 AS for ordinary natters,

God, in the Oid and New Testament advises to act with truthfulness and earnest.T4 Across the

New Testanent, certain relational pairings, especially signaling between clominant verslrs

subordinate, are reversed to reflect a distinctively spiritual capacid¡ for relationship. Yet despite

one's active consideration for others (as in a spiritual concern), one's intent must still be

consolidated for as is written:

"for the doubter, being double-minded and unstable in every way, must not expect to

receive anything from the Lord."

This verse inJames 1:8 equates one's faith and agreement with Lord to stabiliry and fortune. To

reference pavid.DeSilva's.analysis of Paul's language in Galatians 5:1,

73 1 Thessalontans 2:3-4. Full quotation: "Four our appeal does not spring fi'orn deceit or impure motives or

trickery, but just as we have been approved by God to be entrusted with the message of the gospel, even so we

speak not to please mortals, but to please god in our hearts.

ta 
Janres 5:1.2 "Above all, my beloved, do not swear, either by heaven oï by earth or by any other oath, but let

Yes" be yes anc! your "lVo" be tlo, so that you ntay not fàll undet'condenlnation."
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"The exhor-tation in 5:1 presunres, on Paul's part, that he has sufficiently established that

"freedom" is the destination or purpose behind Christ's liberating action... The supplied

premise could be articulated simply as "fieedom is better than slavery" or even more

generaliy as "good things are to be preserwed wherever possible." The argument thus

utilizes the cleliberative topic of expedienry."'u

Paul's assessnent of betterment through theology emphasizes, just likeJung, a neasure in sensible

efftcacy as determinant of its value. Take for example, Paul's introductory remarks whelein he

states that

"For since, in the wisdom of God, the world did not know God through the foolishness

of our proclamation, to save those who believe. ForJews demand signs and Greeks desire

wisdon, but we proclaim Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to

Gentiles, but to those who are called, bothJews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and

the wisdom of God."76

And yet this sensibiliry for obtaining objectives, does not translate exactly to other notions of

material measures of personal accomplishment.

Conclusíon

The trynscendgltal function, inJungian terms, as aprodlrct of individuation as wellas of

aligning conscious and unconscious rnaterial, possesses affinities with the New Testament's

functionaliry of the Spirit. The transcendental functionmedíates effectively and even

tt Desilva, D., "Appeals to Logos, Pathos, and Ethos in Galatians 5:1-1.2" Paul and Ancient Rhetot"ic: Theoty

and Practice in the Hellenistic Context S. Porter & B. Dyer ed.,(Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 2016)

p.245-264.

7" 1 Corinthians 1;18.24.
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.onr,r,rorrrely between the two modes of processing forming the totaliry of human cognition.

The Spirit of Bible is likewise a function upon one's love for and fear of God the Father.

According to Jung's science, curating these itemized interactions as either toward physical sensory

or toward psychic objects aligns with the Bible's advocacy for spiritual dominion over the

subordinate elements of the soul. The spiritual faculty, however, does not remain in the domain

of intelligence or productive worldly advancement. But rather, operating in the Spirit prioritizes

one's improvement toward an ideal that unilaterally benefits oneself and others. This concern, in

Jungian theory develops under the process of indiuiduation, reftníng one's regard and inclusion of

others in one's sense for the self, The integrative properties of the transcendental function, in

defining one's relationships, especially parallels the Bible's encouragement of submitting one's soul

to Christ. In both traditions, not only does it emphasize one's relationship to others as the

crowning component in development but also to a specific rubric of psychological coordination.
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Chøpter Fiue:

Religion øs an Inherent Social Functíon

Jung's theory provides an unparalleled metric for distinguishing between the seemingly

fundamental dimensions of human activiry.Jung's literature draws from a wide spectrum of

cultural material as well as fiorn preceding forms of psychoanalysis, philosophy, and mystical

traditions. One very iclentifiable influence onJung had been an American pioneer of psychology

as well as of the psychology of religion: 19'h-century philosopher WilliamJames. WithinJames'

influential corpus of work, he corlpartmentalizes human cognition according to their distinct

natures of experience and phenomenology. Inspired by this, Jung adapted and imported these

classifications into his theories on hunan psychology and development.TT

Jung describes the psychic mechanism as an interface, mediating between a person's

internal motivations against the demands of their external realiry.Jung categorizes these isolated

transactions beiween the contents of one's psychological system'versus their physical environment

as cognitive functions. These very limited and itemized pry.Li. functions'constitute the rest of the

psyche's anatomy as a series of their permutations. -With 
this vocabulary, Jung understands the

" Jur'g, Carl G., Two I{inds of Thinking The Basic Witings of C.J.Jung (Princeton: Princeton Universiry

Press,/Bollingen Series, 1990) p. 23. Jung credits WilliamJames for the basic distinctions between reasoning and

associative thinking which he adapts to his model of the conscious and unconscious layers of the psyche.
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psychic syslenr as composed of these cunulative interactions conditioned by variable impressions

and exertions on one's psychic system.

As has been the tr-aclition of F.uropeanphilosophy, many commentaries about the structure

of hunan nature relate to the relations between the intellect, rationalify or consciousness as

unique ancl principal among the expanse of human ability. In this chapter, wish to apply the

implications ofJung's psychic model, especially in conjunction with Bibiical ethics, to an

understanding of religion, rather than as a subsidiary of leason, as an independent and unique

donlain of cognition ou its own.

Collectiue Sentíment

Conclusions about tire theoretical and historical distinctions between periods and cultures

often assume characteristics of human personaliry. Transitions through histoty and sociery evolve

according to the psychological characters of respective peoples along with their behaviors,

customs, technology, and beließ. If we consider human civilization through the interpretation of

-Western 
authorship, Arnerican historian of philosophy Arthur O. Lovejoy notes in 1907 of the:

'lhistorical-commonplace that the morality of earþ peoples is usuaþ based upon an

unquestioning acquiescence established in custom rather than upon reasoned reflection;

that it concerns itself with concrete and objective acts...regarding the individual as of

^:importance only...to the well-being, increase, and glory of the family, tribe, or nation."78

To the same effect, Jutg echoes a similar conclusion to both statements in "Psychology in the

Classical Age: Gnostics, Tertullian, Origen" where he mentions that:

78 Lovejoy, Arthur O., "Origins óf the Inwardness inJewish Thought", AnterícanJoumal of Theotogy,YoI.Xl

(Chicago: Universiry of Chicago, 1907) p.231-2.
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"So long as the historical has existed there has always been psychoiogy, but an objective

psychology is oniy of recent growth. We could say science of former tinr,es that in

pïoporlion to the lack of objective psychology, thele is an.increase in the rate of

subjectivity. Hence, thor-rgh tire works of the ancients are fuii ofpsychology, onlylinle of

it can be describecl as objective psychology.... the peculiar character of hunan

lelationships in classical and medieval times...had, so to speak, an almost entirely

biological valuation of their fellow-men...apparent in their habits of life and in the

legislation of antiquity. "Te

'WhileJung 
sees the distant past as concerned with "biological valuation," Lovejoy considers their

preoccupations as "unquestioning" and "concrete." Accordingly, both equate certainty and

functionaliry inversely.'While Lovejoy attributes this sense for contact and awareness of external

circumstance as "reasoned reflection,"Jungviews the lack of "objective psychology" the fault of

increased "subjectiviry," a problem he later attributes to an identification with the prevalent sense

of pertinence to the collective.soJntrg ultimately seems to comment on, like Lovejoy, humanity's

7e 
Jung, Psychological Types, p. 8.

80 lbid, p. 10. "The further we go back into history, the'more we see personaliry disappearing beneath the

wrappings of collectiviry. And if we go right back to primitive psychology, we find absolutely no trace of rhe

concept of an individual. Instead of individualiry we find only collective relationship or what Lér.y-tsruhl calls

participation ntystit1ue. The collective attitude hinders the recognition and evaluation of a psychoiogy different

fì'orn the subject's, because the mincl that is collectively oriented is qirite incapable of thinking and feeling in any

other way than by projection. 'What we understand by the concept "individual" is a relatively recent acquisition

in the history of the hr-rman mincl ancl human culture. It is no wonder, there fore, that the earlier all-powerful
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transition from a domain of immediate experience to one of abstract, deiibelate, and solitary

perception. Though these ciains r-ìray not stand against the truth of the matter, it is a worthy

insight intoJung's observation of a trend towarcl individual edification away from subscription to

a collective metric. I believe Jung's psychological model accounts for the distinctions and

divergences of such disparate approaches to the world. Furthermore, his stringencyin analysis and

application allows for its translation to not only psychology but also to physiology, sociology, arr,

ethics, and reìigion.

i will align some of the plevalent features in the vastly-Western notion of the self

especially as it pertains to the subject and enactment of religion. I will then typify its charactelistics

according toJungian's hierarchy of functions. ,\ftelwards, I will translate the notions of rationality

to the schema of spirituality âs the Bible, and especially the New Testament have presented.

The relationship between people and their positions relative to other people does complement

existing exhibitions of the mind, it does not comprehensively assess the domain of the rational.

UnderJung's framework of the cognitive hierarchy, this innovation would only critically account

for the dimension of sensation and potentially of feeling. The remaining functions of thinking and

intuition, as previously furnished by religious scholars of the 1.7'1', 1.8'h and 19'r' centuries remain

rather unchallenged. In order to deviate from the existingparadigm, we must alter.the definitions

of rationaliry, especially in its relationship to irrationality

The Spírit as Domain

collective attitude prevented aimost completely an objective psychological evaluation of individual difierences,

or âny scientitc objectification of individual psychologrcal processes. "
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The spirit etymologically descends fion the Latin term for spitare, meaning breath. Yet,

though breath continues to be equated with life and rrrovement, the spirit has evolved to mean

nol:e thân just the animalion of living beings. Spilituality indexes âs lnany connotarions ranging

from figurative and literarry to descriptive and obserwable. Much of the overiap berween

spiritualiry and religion occurs in this category of actionbetween a subject and an object of

rever:ence or tneaning. In Wayne Proudfoot's Religious Expeience, Proudfoot generalizes

Fliedrich schleiermacher's propositions of charactettzrng one'i experience of religion:

"In knowing an object, one actively dilects one's attention towarcl the object, and object

gradually impresses itself on the mind. In acting, one impresses one's own intention and

lesulting action are also shaped by the object. This growing preponderânce of receptiviry

over activity, or of activiry ovel receptiviry, points toward a uniry underlying that polarity.

This unity is the noment form which religious consciousness arises.... It is a uniry rhar

precedes the diffelentiation that is present in perception, thought ol feeling."81

Proudfoot exarlines dozens of scholarly impressions of what academics since Schleiermachel have

constituted as religious phenomena. In his scholarship, Schleiermacher interrogates as well as

inrplicates the Enlightenment's rigorous rattonalizations of human subjectivify.82,\mong the

points the modernist thinkers aimed to clarify, was whether religion was a legitimate witness to an

ontologically independenl phenomenon or rather just a manifestation of our psychcilogy. 
'

Theorists have waxed and waned in attributing such a proprietary existence to an experience so

extraneous to their novel rubric of secular reason and science. In their, scholars will atternpt to

correlate religious experience with levels of involved awareness; or as a relational action oï

81 Proudfoot, Wayne. "Expression" Religious Expetience (Berkeley: Universiry of California,1,985) p. 12.

B2;ung, Carl G., Archeq,pes of the CoJlective (J¡tconscious, p. 156.
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expression between a subject and object, e.g. notions of absolute dependence, piefy, etc. All of

these competing interpretations happen to remain analyzed within the domain of in the

individual.s3 If we equate reiigiosity as the sirnple exercise of reciprocity between one's self and

another, religion may enconpass rrror:e than what anthropological and philosophical investigators

deenl.

Ilumans øs inherently religious

Mircea Eliade, arguably the most recognized comparativist in religious studies of the 20'r'

centuly, inheritedmuch of his speculations on the universalnature of religionfrom the one and

only CarlJung. Much like Jr-rng, Eliade identifies afiìnities and homologies across the recurring

symbols from various cultures. In one of his more popular books The Sacred and the Profane,he

postures the notion of humanity as exhibiting a universal aptitude to religious behavior and

identity which he narnes honto-religios¿¡s. In his discussion, Eliade frames man's religiosiry along

the two tetrns hierophanyand costllogonyas describing the grand events ofreligious literature

and custom. For human's, these elements of religious literature coneplement their desire for power

83 Schaefer, Donovan. Introduction, Religious Aflects; Anitnality, Evolution, and Power (Durharn: Duke

LJniversiry Press, 2015) p. 9. Wherein "Afnect theory-examining the mobile materiality of the body-

thematizes the ways that the world prompts us to move before the interventions of language. tt calls attention to

embodied histories that precede the advent of language-as well as moments when language is bound wiih

other thick, embodied forces. Before language, before cosmology, even befote "thought," understood as a way

of converting a situation into an explanation, the farmer's body moves, interacts with the world, and produces a

fielcl of sensations through that interaction. The linguistic fallacy núsunderstands religion as merely a byproduct

of language, and nrisses the econorlies of afGct- econornies of pleasure, economies of rage and wonder,

economies of sensation, of shame ancl digniry, ofjoy and sorrow, of community and hatred-that are the animal

substance of religion and other forms of power."
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and fantasy. Man wants contact with the ener:gy of the powers that be, to nimic grand realiry.

Furthermole, Eliade defines sacredness by its access to ân "other" as the real, cosmic or divine.

This identification stands in contrast to Eliade's understanding of profanity.

In Eliade's theoly, the functions of religion pertain to one's contact with an ontologically-

deternined quality of importance, one naturally identifiable by humans. Among the many cases of

scholars equating religion to â contact with an ethereal or metaphysical rlaterial not confined to

reason, e.g. Plato's (theory ofl Forns, Eliade's "sacred," Otto's nurninous, Buber's in-

betweenness, Ber-gson's é]an vital,Weber's icleai-types, etc., these secular atten-Lpts at qualifiying

religiousness neglects to âccount for its refelence to its reception by specifically leligious complex

of psychicorgans or corresponclence to elements of sociery and nature. Of the broadness of this

subject,Jttg, admits of its technical ambiguiry and faultiness as stable concept in his chaprer "The

Phenomenology of the Spirit in Fables."8a Yet,Jung still develops the term as a deûnitive capaciry

or "factoî" in the psyche. In reviewing his brief sulvey of the term, he remarks of a neglect:

tnJottg, Carl. G. Archetypes a¡td the Collective (Jnconsciotts, p. 156. ",\ very widespread view conceives spirit

as a higher and psyche as a lower principle of activiry, and conversely the alchemists thought of spirit as the

ligamentum animae et [386] corporis, obviously regarding it as connection with an outer being." a spiritus

Others vegetativus restrict spirit to (the.later certain life-spirit psychic or. n.,.v.rpirit). Equally öommon is the

view that spirit and psyche are essentially the same and can be separated only arbitrarily. Wundt takes spirit as

"the inner being, regardless of any capacities or functions or qualities, such as the capaciry to think and more

"soulíul" sentirxents. Here spirit means the sum-total of all the phenomena of rational thought, or of the

intellect, including the will, memory, imagination, creative power, and reason in contradistinction to the

aspirations motivated by ideals. Spirit has the further connotation of sprìghtliness, as when we say that a br-illiant,

wiffy, person is "spirited," meaning that he is versatile and full of ideas, and surprising turn of mind. ...'{ special
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"to consider that because of its original autonomy, about r,vhich there can be no doubt in

the psychological sense, rhe spli:rris quite capable of stagrng its own maniGstations

spontaneously. ...The psychic rnanilestations of the spiritindicate ât once that they are of

an at"cheqtpal nattre-in other words, autononlous primordial inage which is universally

present in the ...makeup of the human psyche. As usual, I first came up against this

problem when investigating the dreams of my patients ...that the father-image gives rise

to certain statenlents, actions, tenclencies, impr-rlses, opinions, etc., to which one coulcl

hardly cieny the attribute "spirituai." In men, a positive father-complex very often

produces a certain credulity with regard to authority and distinct willingness to bow clown

to all spiritual dogmas and vaiues; while in women, it induces the liveliest spiritual

aspirations and interests. In dreams, it is always the father-figure from whom the clecisive

convictions, prohibitions, and wise counsels emanate."ss

Jung here, one the one hand, applies his interpretation of dreams and their containedfigures to,

on the other hand, its vaiue and meaning to the operation of the soul. 'While 
Jung fìrmly elevates

the spirit as an independent cognitive stratum, he likewise attributes to it a proprietary structure

and mechanism of its own.

In te rface of P sy chíc Tran sfo r m øt.í o n

Like the rest of his theory, Jungian spirituality has èmerged and been conditioned by the

trials of evolutionary development. Spiritual manifestations are simply the transformation of

instance is the timespirit, or spir:it of the age, which stancls for the principle and motive force behind certain

views, juclgments, ând actions of a collective nature. Then there is the "objective spirit," by which is meant the

whole stock of man's cultural possessions with particular regard to his intellectual and reiigious achievements."

Bt;ung, Carl. G. Archegtpes and the Collective (Jnconsciotts, p. 160.
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unfurnisired subconscious demands of primitive preoccupations into civilized matteïs.Jung's

understanding of the spirit as the heacl of psychic machinations, the spirit correlates with the

capacities of the transcendental function. The two dimensions making seamless contâct with one

another, he centralizes the conscioLts ego as the principal nediator of all psychic processes. This

noderative agent takes most shape asJung's chanctertzation of a personal spiritualiry.

Much ofJung's theory of religion portrays religiosity as little more than hunanity's

rudimentary ântecedent to actual civilized socialization . In fact,Jung credits religion as responsible

for subduing and tempeling hunans' irrational and unconscious impulses. Technically, spiritualiry

operates as the inherited management system of "excess libido," which translates as religious

affectation and acculturation to the naked eye.Jungjustifies its use as a mechanism within the

psychic dimension. FIe states that:

'Just as in physical nature only a very small portion of natural energy can be converted

into a usable form, and by far the greater part must be left to work itself out unused in

natural phenomena, functional so in our psychic nature only a small part of the total

energy can be diverted from its natural flow. An incomparably greater part cannot be

utilized by us but sustain the reguiar course of 1ife. Flence the libido is apportioned by

. nâture to the systeins, ...a specific force that'cannot be transformed. O"iy where a symbol

offers a steeper gradient than nature is it possible to canalize libido into other forms. The

history of civllization has amply clemonstrated that humans possesses a relative surplus of

energy that is capable of application apart from the deflection þossible proves that not all

libido is bound up in a form that enforces the natural flow, but that a certain amount of

energy remains over, which could be called excess libido. It is conceivable that this excess
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rnay be due to failure of the finnly organized functions to equalize differences in

intensity. "8ó

ToJung, spirituality originates from individual persons' channeling of "excess libido." The power

of psychic energy therefore fuels religiosiry as a function of civllization and as a direct influence of

the coL]ective unconscious on social action and organization. Jung asserts that:

"From this excess Libido certain psychic processes arise which cânnot be explained- or

only very inadequately- as the result of merely natural conditions. How are we to

explain religious processes, for instance, whose nature is essentially symbolical? In abstract

form, symbols are religious ideas; in the form of action, they are rites or ceremonies. They

are regular course according to natural law-the manifestation and expression of excess

libido. At the same time, they are stepping-stones to new activities which must be called

cuitural in order to distinguish them from the instinctual activities, which must be

funclions that run their regular course according to natural law."87

ForJung, spirituality (like sexualiry) is not just one among several facets of human drive-a

vestige from primitive times-but rather a defining force of human production and activity,

permeating the layers of awareness and creation. He pairs spirituality with variable expressions in

sexuality, which conjunctively derived and inform one's motivations. This repository of

deliberation, judgment, and experi.rr.., ,11 collectively informs and constitutes the basis of one's

general ethics and judgment.

tuJntrg, The Structurc and Dynantics of the Psyche, p. 47.

ttJung, The Sn'uctut"e and Dynantics of the Psyche, p.44.
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Faith as the basis oJ the spirit

Faith as a proper domain of cognition tends to fall flat compared to its seemingly more

forrnidable counterparts. 'Whiie the schools of rationalisn and empiricismss have monopolized its

claim to validity, transparency and certainty, humans have haldly compromised their attention to

theil other nâtures since the start of its widespread reign. Faith and religion have similar

efymologies. 
-Whiie 

religion extends far back to the Latin meanings to "to bind," "bound" and

"obligation," its ambiguiry may simply arise fiom its lack of placement within a single subject but

rather between a subject and object. Faith likewise occupies a territory outside of definitive

human understanding. Its definition tends to take shape in contrast to the establishment of its

better identified cousin: knowledge

William James' concern with putting "Fnith" into practice seems to consolidate the

disparate features of the mind versus the body. He, iike many scholars of religion, took the

dynamism and effrcacy of religion as an entile facet of human realiry. Consistency in its approach

in investigating, cataloging, and applying its semblance has happened to, however, elude the grasp

of so many thinkers. Comprehending its entirery may escape us because of too much bias,

ignorance, or ambiguiry. I think however, religion as a cognitive domain of its own may serve as

' an.adequate demarcation of its features.

Cultwe øs Euolutionary Deuice

Jung's notions of spiritualiry and religion are thus ultimately and fundamentally

amendments to humaniry and its interest in its own surwival, he attributes the origins of religious

and spiritual phenomena to the workings of the psyche.Jung predicates the origin and

88 'Wilson, Edwin B. "Empiricism and Rationalism. " Science 64, no. 1646 (New York: 1926) p. 47-57

http : / / wwwjstor.orglstable / 1 65 1845.
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functionality of such mechanisms on the optinlistic process of Darwinian evolution. In the same

way plants and animals cânre about, so humans have been crafted by the rigor of life on earth

through to today, accoldingly acquire the vertebrae, neurological system, and psyche. So, Jung's

suppositions on the conditions of irumans and the various malaise he must confront charactenze

an âscent toward holistic sense of the peßon. As a psychologist,Jung delivered on a task of

drawing from as wide range of sources the archetypal configurations of man. He employed much

Dar-winian logic in justifliing the emergence and persistence of the psychic mechanism. FIe

subscribed to a sense of fitness for the mind. ToJung, the passing down of literary, oral, and

embodied traditions similarly inspire and cultivate the per-son along a moral code and standard.

These standards themselves have been preserwed by those evolutionarily successful enough to do

so. These demands include more than customaly expectations and governmental impositions but

rather descends along the connections between pârents, children, and friends.

Jung characterizes this section of human consciousness as especially vulnerable, malleable

and receptive to and of other people. This may not seem counter-intuitive outside ofJungian

theory, but in his proposition of the collective unconscious there is a repository of intelligence

that does not only surface as physiologically imbedded psychic responses but also as the character

by which we approach and sustain their applicabiliry. According to Jung, we should consider

concepts of human functioning not just in the individual, momentary sense, but as , -"rrif.rtrtion

of evolutionâry processing across dozens and dozens of millennia. In his Darwinian reâsoning,

Jung supposed that such functioning exists because of its instrumentaliry in advancing people's

collective survival. 'Within 
the psyche,its constructs are supposed to have been ingrained through

constant and extended habituation of sensory, psychic, and instinctual processes across the body

and the brain. Psychic eneïgy stemming from the brain exists as an independent system albeit
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continuously subjected to external factors. Jesr-rs is famor-rsly known for using memorable and

compact parables to conmunicate his nlessages.

Jung does not attribute these developments to anything other than the incidents of nature

and the,auspicious intelligence of its selection. The role of the collective unconscious has evolved

with respect to its value as the adapted storage of primordial instincts accumulated by generations

of collective human behavior.

Doctrine to Social Conduct

Throughout Christ'sJesus' statements, he emphasizes nuances within the dialectics of

control and obedience, knowledge and ignorance, wealth and poverty, as well as freedom and

slavery. The figure of Christ however makes his impact and impression on his peers and the wider

sociery in defiiing these traditional distinctions. Just as the death and resurrection of Christ signals

a transformation for the realiry and future of humankind, so does Christ's teaching completely

turn the tradition of the existing peoples on its head. In pecuniary matters, in power dynamics,

proprietorship, and relationships, Christ contradicts the present notions in favor of a higher sense

of living. The text does not advise this, however, without providing a standard by which to

discern accordingly.

F onp a tiu e Irr øtio n alíty

Jung's analytical psychology aligns the role of psychic energy in an individual's relational

dynamics with corresponding social implications. Just as archetypes possess discrete characteristics

of filial and romantic proportion, each archetypal figure naturally sunltltons its corresponding

unconscious, archeqtpa]rnaterial. Once reaching consciousnes¡ literal interpersonal relationship

and interaction compel it integration into the super{ìcral penonaliqt. The personalitythus further

furnishes tts psychicliteracy and control over subsidiary cognition and contact with their
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enrotional past. As a rnatter o{psychic health, the subject's relational ability, like the rest of the

psyche, supports the sur-vival of the species. Ilhealthy, rlrc psyclte prioritizes acquaintence,

conlfort, and attachnlent of tlleir lleârest corrrpanions.

"greatest inportance that the ego should be anchored in the wolld of consciousness and

.. . reinforced by a very precise adaptation. For this, certain values like attention,

conscientiousness, patience, etc., are of great value on the moral side just as accurate

observation of the symptomology of the unconscious and objective selÊcr-iticism are

valuable on the intellectual sicle."8e

Jung hierarchizes these variefy of impetuses within the psyche far fi'om Freud's model of morality

as a repression of subliminal desires and motivations defìning inter-personality. These elemental

antecedents to human behavior are subject to a higher levei of cultivation before formulating into

action, much iess consolidating into a personality.

Conclusíon

As I have argued, psychicwellness may very well exhibit a metaphysical nature rather than

simply that which is directly observable, tangible or quantifiable. Through Jungian theory and

Biblical psychology, we may understand psychological weliness as a total spiritual complex. In

departing from the rigid mind-body dualiry having.calcified in the centuries following the

Enlightenment, the current era of intellectualism has ained at leincorpoïating extraneous domains

of cognition to a more total portrait of human faculties. Yet, the identifications of thought with

the nind, logic, reason, and understanding has diminished the properties of will, determination,

ager,cy, and judgment to simple calculations of sequence, cause-and-effect and objectification.

n'Jntrg, Aion; Researches into the Phenontenology of the SeÌd p.30
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This has inspired authors to explore new conceptualizations in ten-ns of alteliry, affect, and

hedonisln.

I fìrmJy believe, however', in conjunction with Biblical characteristics of tire Holy Spirit.

and of spirituality, establishes a critelion for identifying a non-r'ational yet autonornous, relational

forms of cognitive operation. His oppositions of extroverted-versus-introverted activity as well as

directecl-versus*associative activity folm the axis on which to plot itenrizecl actions and

explessions onto the human personaliry. Instead of characterizing the seemingly decided

counterpart to rationaliry, the corporeal, as its complement, I lecategorize the historically

perceived attributes of the mind in terms ofJung's distilled functions of the psychic entiry. Jung's

fornulae for these functions as exchanges between the discretely psychic and physical realms,

more directly characterizes the expanse of human capaciry for ali of its versatiliry and complexiry.

This conception of human religiosiry as a measure of action between a person and his immediate

context relates the traditional mind with the corporeal dimension.

The Bible, in its own theology, sineilarly advocates the superiority of the spirit as engaging

with a substance distinct from the "flesh." The authors of the New Testament especially align the

mandates of the Christian message as effectively cultivating and fulfilling the spiritual complex by

threading it throu$h the judgment of God's authoriry. Jung complements the attitudes of the

Biblical spirit with his conception of the spiritual faculry as possessing a sense for

conscientiousness, effi.cacy and reciprocity. These three features, within both systerns of

psychoiogy coalesce to structure the human peLson's faculry of no only interpersonal relationship

but especially of regard and respect for authority. The higher essence of rhe spirit does not only

function as a dialogical channel, mediating subsidiary functions but nrost importantly as the
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platform upon rvhich indrviduals nray base their sense of nroral ancl ethical charactel r-rpon arrothel

nrore higlrly-enetgized and individuated soLtLCe of petsonality.
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